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ABSTRACT
An Observational Study of Teacher Planning
in Physical Education
(May 1982)
Judith H. Placek, B.A., University of Washington
M.S., University of Washington
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Lawrence F. Locke
The purpose of this study was to examine in a naturalistic
setting, how four physical education teachers planned for their
classes. The questions which guided this study were:
1. How do each of the subjects plan?
a. What variety of forms do plans take?
b. In what settings does planning take place?
c. When do physical education teachers plan?
d. How much time do the teachers spend planning?
e. What resources are used by the teachers when planning?
f. What planning decisions are made by the teachers?
g. What is the focus of planning?
2. What are the influences on the subjects' planning?
The methodology employed was participant observation. Three data
sources were used, field notes from observations, documents and an
interview following the two-week observation period.
The results indicate that the teachers did not follow an ends-
means model of planning, but focused on activities for
students.
v
Although the amount of written planning varied by teacher, three
teachers made decisions about specific activities to teach immediately
prior to class. The fourth teacher wrote lesson plans a week ahead
but felt free to improvise if the teaching situation was different
than expected. Long-range planning occurred prior to school beginning
in the fall, and if any product developed from this planning, it
consisted of a listing of activities to be taught over the course of
the year.
The twin themes of unpredictability and sensitivity to student
reactions were identified as major influences on the four teachers'
planning. These influences affect both the amount of planning that
occurs and decisions made by the teachers. The teachers' planning
based in part on unpredictability was very short term in focus. The
teachers made explicit decisions dealing with activities and equipment,
but decisions about diagnosis, objectives and evaluation were given
very little attention. As a result, the decisions anticipated
students' reactions and focused on keeping students happy, busy and
compliant rather than focusing on student learning.
vi
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Introduction and Statement of the Problem
In the past, most of the research on teaching has focused upon
interactive teaching, that is, the events which occur when the students
are present in the classroom. In addition to providing a description
of classroom processes, examination of student/teacher interaction has
been directed at the question "What teaching strategy works best?"
Recently, researchers have narrowed the focus of their attention to
systematically observing the classroom with an eye toward relating
particular observed variables to student learning and thus, indirectly,
producing estimates of teacher effectiveness. The ultimate target of
such process/product research has been the construction of reliable
and comprehensive theories which would serve to improve teaching and
teacher preparation.
Although a great deal that is new has been learned about class-
room interaction, general laws have not evolved which would help
teachers do their work. In part, as a reaction to that fact, some
researchers have proposed a return to asking descriptive and analytic
questions such as "What is happening here and why?" Doyle (1978)
argues that descriptive research should be a prerequisite to specula-
tion about effective teaching practices. He says that only by a
detailed understanding of the daily life in classrooms can we begin
to develop a conceptual framework with which to make sense
of both
1
2routines and novel occurrences in schools. He states that the value
of any conceptual framework or schema is that "it enables one to com-
prehend discrete objects, events, or actions within the domain mapped
by the schema" (p. 18).
The number of process/product studies in physical education is
limited (Oliver, 1978; Taylor, 1976; Yerg, 1977), but descriptive-
analytic studies have been conducted by Anderson at Teachers College,
Cheffers at Boston University, Mancini at Ithaca College and Siedentop
at Ohio State. Anderson and his students, for example, have amassed a
wealth of descriptive data on video tapes of over 80 physical education
classes. Reports on the analysis of some of these tapes give great
detail on "what's going on in the gym" (Anderson and Barrette, 1978).
All of these studies, again, concentrate on the overt events of inter-
action between students and teachers.
In contrast to research examining interactive teaching, recent
interest in the hidden or inner world of the teacher has led some
educational researchers to focus on an area of research called
cognitive information processing or research on teachers' thinking.
One facet of the research on teachers' thinking has involved investi-
gation of an area Jackson (1966) calls preactive teaching. The term
preactive is used to define the time when teachers are doing such
things as lesson plans, grading papers or preparing materials rather
than interacting with students.
Planning, one component of preactive teaching, is a process
in
which teachers engage in careful and thoughtful deliberation
in
preparation for teaching. Under ideal conditions preactive
decisions
3call upon a teacher's ability to blend theoretical knowledge and
practical experience in order to produce an effective learning
environment for students. During this time teachers have the oppor-
tunity to collect materials, consider student characteristics, wrestle
with their subject matter and then make judgments about teaching which
should produce a carefully constructed plan for action. In short, it
seems reasonable to speculate that thoughtful planning should result
in more effective teaching and improved student learning.
The literature on planning typically has been prescriptive,
providing suggestions on how teachers should proceed with planning.
Rational and linear models such as Tyler's (1950) have been taught to
generations of undergraduate education majors. Tyler's four questions,
neatly ordering objectives, learning experiences, effective organiza-
tion and evaluation are intended to provide teachers with a powerful
model to follow in their planning.
Macdonald (1965) and Eisner (1967) have questioned this highly
rationalized ends-means model as they propose that in the real world
of teacher work, ends and means are integrated rather than sequenced
in tidy, linear fashion. They speculate that teachers do not begin
their decision making with objectives and then progress through
activities and organization. They argue that objectives can become
fully known only after the activities have been completed. Thus,
Macdonald (1965) proposed that the question many teachers may ask
first is, "What am I going to do?" rather than "What am I trying
to
accomplish?" At the time these articles were written, there were
no
empirical data to either support or reject this hypothesis.
4Research on teachers' thinking and more specifically, teachers'
planning, is in its infancy. Very few empirical studies have examined
the question of how teachers plan. At present there are fewer than 20
studies reporting data on how teachers actually plan for their classes
and only four of these have been conducted through field studies in
naturalistic settings (Clark and Yinger, 1979; McCutcheon, 1980;
Stein, 1978; Yinger, 1977). Clark and Yinger (1979) call for more
detailed observational case studies as they state, "research on
teacher planning should focus on more representative field studies
of the planning process... as well as descriptions of the planning
process" (p. 10).
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to examine in a naturalistic
setting, how four physical education teachers plan for their classes.
The specific questions which guide this study are:
1. How do each of the subjects plan?
a. What variety of forms do plans take?
b. In what settings does planning take place?
c. When do physical education teachers plan?
d. How much time do the teachers spend planning?
e. What resources are used by the teachers when
planning?
f. What planning decisions are made by the teachers?
q. What is the focus of planning?
(i.e., focus on teachers' verbal behavior or focus
on student activities)
52. What are the influences of the subjects' planning?
For the purpose of this study, planning will be defined as a
teacher activity which precedes instruction, is concerned with presen-
tation of instruction and is based upon anticipation or expectation of
classroom events (Smith, 1977).
Significance of the Study
This study is important for three reasons. First, it will extend
our limited knowledge base on teachers' planning. Research on this
component of preactive teaching has been conducted for only a few
years and, as a result, there is very limited information on how
teachers plan. One illustration of the limited data base is the fact
that most of the subjects of the studies have been elementary teachers
who planned by themselves for a self-contained classroom.
Research on teachers' planning is considered valuable for several
reasons. Teacher planning is one area in a larger framework of study
dealing with teachers' thinking. Although much research has been
conducted on interactive teaching, very little work has been done to
establish the relationship between thought and action in teaching.
Decisions made by teachers when planning affect classroom instruction;
if researchers can understand how and what teachers think while
planning, altering teachers' planning may change teachers' behavior
in the classroom. Although studies relating planning to teacher
behavior and teacher effectiveness are scarcely under way (Peterson,
Marx, and Clark, 1978), research on teachers' planning may someday lead
to a more powerful model for the improvement of teaching.
6Descriptions of how teachers plan and the influences on teachers'
planning will provide information to those interested in designing
interventions in the public schools. Knowledge about teachers'
perceptions of constraints on planning, for example, may help persons
interested in change avoid mistakes due to ignorance about how teachers
view their situation.
Second, there are very few naturalistic studies of teachers'
planning. Researchers often have chosen to use controlled laboratory
environments for the desired observations of teacher planning rather
than actual classroom settings. Controlled settings provide the
researcher with an opportunity to limit the number of variables
involved and thus isolate and study a few behaviors. The question
arises, however, of the ecological validity of these laboratory
situations. It seems doubtful that findings in highly regulated
planning and teaching experiences can really represent the complex
environment of the classroom or gymnasium with its constantly shifting
requirements. Since planning is essentially a mental process, it will
never be possible to actually observe teachers "thinking", but studies
employing observation techniques in a school setting make it possible
to partially circumvent this problem by observing teachers' behaviors
and asking questions at the time the behavior occurs.
This study involved actually observing teachers in the school
setting in order to gain information on planning behaviors. Observa-
tion was combined with interviews and collection of documents in order
to provide additional data sources for the study.
7Third, and finally, the study of teachers' planning is not yet
seriously under way in physical education. Clark and Yinger (1979)
suggest that it may be more profitable to study teachers' planning in
relatively open situations where curricula and method are not pre-
scribed by available textbooks and commercially produced learning
packages (i.e., math vs. creative writing). They state "teacher
tasks that are not severely constrained by habit, prescribed materials,
and procedures provide the most promising opportunities for the cogni-
tive information processing approach" (p. 5). Physical education is an
interesting subject area within which to test this hypothesis.
Physical education teachers and students are not bound by textbooks or
prescribed material in most cases (though they may be tightly bound
by habit). It is possible, however, that planning in physical
education is constrained by the subject matter itself. Perhaps our
preoccupation with teaching the "right way" to do a skill and the
traditional instructional sequence of "explain, demonstrate, practice
and feedback" restrict the form and content of teacher planning. Or,
our facilities and often relatively expensive outlays for equipment
may dictate preactive events just as textbooks and lab equipment may
do for a science teacher.
At this time, a preliminary study conducted in a laboratory
setting by Sherman (1979), constitutes the only investigation of
teacher planning in physical education. This study, therefore, was
a first attempt to study the planning behavior of physical education
teachers in a field setting.
8Del imi tations
The investigator did not attempt to obtain a random sample of
physical education teachers. It was important to select teachers who
actually teach skills, concepts, fitness, etc., to their students
rather than offer a non-instructional program. Deliberate selection
of such teachers provided a better opportunity to observe situations
where planning occurs.
It was anticipated that the amount and type of planning observed
would depend on many factors. Some of the factors that may influence
planning are:
-teachers' familiarity with unit or activity being taught
-time of the school year
-point in the sequence of a unit
-familiarity with the students
-number of students in classes
-instructional objectives or curriculum mandated by the school
di strict
-facilities and equipment
An attempt was made to control only one of these factors, the point
in the sequence of a unit at which observations are made. Near the
end of skill units, the majority of time in a physical education class
is typically consumed by tournament play. Other than keeping a
chart
of winning and losing teams, a teacher would not have many planning
responsibilities. Prospective subjects were questioned about class
9procedures. If it appeared that tournament play rather than instruc-
tion would dominate the end of the unit, observation times were
scheduled to avoid such activity.
The investigator also realized that factors such as years of
teaching experience, grade level taught or sex of the teacher may
affect teachers' planning. At this time information is not available
about how these factors influence planning and, thus, the investigator
felt that an attempt to choose four subjects based on such factors
was not useful. Therefore, teachers were selected only on the basis
of their instructional program and location (western Massachusetts).
Since factors such as experience and gender may prove to be important,
however, a detailed description of each teacher and teaching situation
is provided.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The review of literature is divided into three sections. In
order to determine what is known about teacher planning, the first
part of the chapter focuses on literature in that area and reviews the
methodology used to study planning. The second part contains a review
of the definitions of planning currently used by researchers so that
a framework is provided to focus the study. The third section provides
a discussion of several proposed models of teachers' planning in order
to give suggestions about what to look for in the data.
Descriptions of Teachers' Planning
The results of research conducted on how teachers plan show little
support for the classic ends-means model of planning proposed by
Tyler (1950). Tyler suggests that a logical, orderly, linear four-
stage process be followed by individuals during planning. The four
steps he recommends are 1) determining objectives, 2) choosing appro-
priate learning activities, 3) organizing the activities into a
sensible sequence, and 4) developing an evaluation procedure.
Studies which examine the sequence of teachers' planning show
that objectives are not the first item considered by teachers while
planning (Clark and Yinger, 1979; Mann, 1975; Merriman, 1975; Smith,
1977; Taylor, 1970; Zahorik, 1975). Although it seems clear from the
data that teachers do not begin their planning as Tyler recommends,
bv establishing objectives, there is no concensus among teachers on
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what actually does constitute the appropriate starting point. The
literature reports teachers variously beginning with pupil needs
(Merriman, 1975), content (Taylor, 1970; Zahorik, 1975), the amount of
time to spend in each subject (Smith, 1977), activities (Yinger, 1977)
and the means available in the school (Mann, 1975).
The starting point of planning is not the only difference
between the ends-means model and the real world of teachers' planning.
Research shows that teachers often do not include the four steps
Tyler suggests. Zahorik (1975) administered a questionnaire asking
teachers to list the decisions they made while planning. Eighty-one
percent of the teachers listed activities and 70 percent listed
content (subject matter). Only 56 percent said they made decisions
about objectives, and even fewer, 35 percent listed evaluation.
Diagnosis of students' previous learnings, ability and interests was
mentioned by only 25 percent of the teachers. In Tyler's model,
diagnosis of student needs is a prerequisite to the setting of objec-
tives. An extensive case study of an elementary teacher was conducted
by Yinger (1977). He spent five months in a first-second grade class-
room both observing classes and asking the teacher to "think aloud'
as she planned before and between classes. He found that activities
were the primary focus of her planning. Activities were used to
control the setting of the classroom, thus allowing her to create
boundaries and guidelines ahead of time. Studies by Mintz (1979),
Morine-Dershimer (1978-79), Morine and Vallance (1976) and Peterson,
Marx and Clark (1978) all support the notion that teachers' main
focus in planning is on activities and content, with very little
attention paid to pupils' needs, objectives or evaluation.
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The only study of planning found in physical education was done
by Sherman (1979) and compared the planning of novice and expert
gymnastics teachers asked to teach the cartwheel to a small group of
children. He reported differences in four areas: the type of informa-
tion requested, the knowledge base, implicit theories of instruction
and instructional plans. Both novices and experts requested similar
information about pupils' abilities but experts said they would conduct
their own evaluation during the lesson. Experts advocated a slow,
gradual approach to the activity and tended to structure tasks to
prevent errors while novices planned to correct errors as they
occurred. The novices tended to invent instructional strategies
whereas experts appeared to pull "canned programs" from their memory
that were based on previous experience.
Findings about planning have been obtained by a variety of
methods. Questionnaires, interviews, "thinking aloud" while planning,
stimulated recall and field studies all produce essentially the same
results. The one study which varies from this pattern was conducted
by Merriman (1975). She reports that teachers considered six areas
when planning (pupil needs, objectives, content, materials, activities
and evaluation) and that their first concern was pupil needs. An
examination of her methodology may explain why, in contrast to
the
other studies, her subjects reported utilizing all the stages in
the
ends-means model. Merriman sent teachers a questionnaire
in which the
six planning areas were listed and asked them how
many of the six areas
13
they considered when planning, and then to sequence the areas to
indicate the order they followed in their own planning. The fact
that the planning areas were listed for the teachers probably
influenced the teachers' answers. They may have been tempted to merely
go down the list and check all the items on the grounds that "these
decisions must be what I'm supposed to do, so I'd better mark them."
The teachers' sequencing of planning decisions found in the
Merriman study also fit the ends-means model. Again, since this model
frequently is taught in teacher education classes, the teachers may
have listed the decisions in the order they are "supposed" to be
executed. This speculation is supported by a preliminary study done
for this dissertation (Placek, 1981). In the study, two forms of a
questionnaire were completed by 15 teachers. Form I (N=8) listed
eight planning decisions and asked teachers to check and rank order
the decisions they made when planning. Form II (N=7) asked the
teachers to themselves list and rank order their planning decisions.
One hundred percent of the teachers completing Form I indicated that
they made decisions about objectives and evaluation whereas only
50 percent and 25 percent, respectively, listed these decisions on
Form II. Seventy-five percent of the teachers filling out Form I
indicated that establishing objectives was their first decision. None
of the teachers who completed Form II listed decisions about objec-
tives as their first choice. Thus, it appears that the way the
question is asked is an important factor in what teachers' report
about their planning activities.
14
In summary, the studies indicate that the starting point for
teachers' planning varies widely by individual. Many teachers do not
follow a logical and orderly sequence when planning, at least by
Tyler's definition, although Toomey (1977) reports two teachers who
sr
did begin their planning by writing behavioral objectives. It only
seems safe to say that with regard to scope and sequence, planning
is "characterized by particularities. . .it is idiosyncratic"
(Toomey, 1977, p. 123).
Several other facts about how teachers' plan have been reported
in the literature. Morine and Vallance (1976), McCutcheon (1980) and
Clark and Yinger (1979) report that written plans are often done in
an outline or "grocery list" form. Unless teachers are forced to
write lesson plans by their administration, written plans are brief
and serve as memory joggers with much of planning done mentally and
not recorded on paper. Morine and Vallance report that teachers
complied with the researchers' request to write lesson plans, but
indicated they ordinarily did not do so. Mori ne-Dershimer (1978-79)
conducted a study in which teachers were asked a broad question about
their lesson planning. The teachers replied with written comments
about activities, content and materials. When asked specifically,
however, about such items as pupils, objectives and instructional
process, their responses indicated that these factors had indeed
been considered, but were not volunteered in the written response to
the broader question. Perhaps teachers feel that selection of content
and activities is based implicitly on a background of prior informa-
tion about student needs and objectives. Thus, teachers may not
15
think to list needs and objectives as decision when asked about their
planning. MuCutcheon (1980) reports that teachers spend up to two
hours writing plans for substitute teachers, believing their planbooks
were not detailed enough for the substitute. Thus, it seems much that
teachers consider vital in their plans is never committed to paper.
Two other areas that have been studied by researchers are the
resources teachers use when planning and the amount of time teachers
spend planning. Clark and Yinger (1979), Smith (1977), Mintz (1979),
Mann (1975) and McCutcheon (1980) state that teachers generally use
resources that are immediately available and the most common sources
of information are textbooks and accompanying teachers' manuals
prescribed by the school or district. Other sources of information
are past teaching experience, magazine articles, films and suggestions
from other teachers.
Several studies have involved asking teachers how much time they
actually spend in planning for their classes. The average number of
hours per week that teachers report in response to a questionnaire
vary from ten (Clark and Yinger, 1979) to five and one-half
(Merriman, 1975). In a journal kept of work done outside the school
over a six-week period, an elementary teacher recorded a weekly range
of two and three-quarter hours to over 15 hours of work, with an
average of about nine hours per week. This time was not entirely
devoted to planning, however, as calls to parents and grading papers
also were recorded (Yinger, 1977). Stein (1978), in an observational
study of team planning, reported that in time provided during the
school day, teachers spent 3 hours 40 minutes per week in planning
16
meetings. Stein found, though, that the team spent their time
engaged in administrative and personal tasks and public relations, not
goal -oriented curricular planning.
Definitions of Planning
The term "planning" often is not defined by authors writing on
the topic. Instead, modifying terms are added such as curriculum
planning, instructional planning or unit planning in an attempt to
clarify the type of "planning" being discussed. Of those authors who
do define planning, there is general agreement that planning is some-
thing teachers do before they begin to teach. For example:
Planning is a process of preparing a framework for guiding
teacher action. (Yinger, 1977)
Planning decisions are decisions the teacher makes prior to
the act of teaching. (Peterson, Marx and Clark, 1978)
Planning is the teacher activity which precedes instruction,
is concerned with presentation of instruction and is based
on anticipation or expectation of classroom events. (Smith,
1977)
The broad, encompassing nature of the definitions, however, does not
recognize the fact that there may be many different types of planning.
Most researchers have not really considered and defined various cate-
gories which could be included when studying planning. Stein's (1978)
previously cited study of team planning points out that planning,
at least to the teachers involved in her study, did not necessarily
involve planning for instruction. Smith (1977) and McCutcheon (1980)
are the only two authors who have written about what really can be
17
considered planning. Smith discusses the difference between "planning
on planning" (intending) and "active planning" (designing). McCutcheon
suggests that mental planning which occurs prior to written plans, or
thoughts that happen at odd moments during the day (in the proverbial
shower perhaps) are not considered planning by teachers. One reason
this subconscious planning is not considered "real" planning by
teachers, speculates McCutcheon, is that this form of thinking is not
considered an important and legitimate part of planning by educational
theoreticians and teacher educators.
As another illustration, consider teachers who plan by remembering
"what they did last year". Is this to be called planning just as the
teachers who create new activities for their classes are considered to
be planning? Without a more specific and detailed definition of what
constitutes planning, it seems researchers do not have a common base
for discussing the concept of planning. The resulting confusion is
detrimental to both researchers and readers of the studies.
Models of Teachers' Planning
Three process models of teachers' planning have been proposed in
the literature (Smith, 1977; Shavelson and Borko, 1979; Yinger, 1977).
All three models are derived in part from Glaser and Straus
1 (1967)
concept of grounded theory (e.g., theory based on real world
happenings). The authors observed and questioned teachers and com-
bined information gained from the teachers with models derived from
decision making or problem solving studies. The models are quite
similar in their conception of the process teachers follow when
18
planning. Each model shows teachers beginning their planning by
considering the context of teaching. The models draw attention to the
fact that such factors as pupil characteristics, resources, district
curriculum guidelines, and the instructional setting all affect
planning. In other words, teachers know and adapt to constraints
placed on their planning both by their experience and the environment.
Smith's model moves directly from the consideration of the
influences on planning to what he says are the three phases of instruc-
tional planning: weekly subject schedule, subject content and
emphasis, and grouping practices. Both Yinger and Shavelson and Borko
show intermediate steps occurring in the planning process. Rather
than jumping directly from planning constraints to decisions about
planning, Shavelson and Borko state that teachers consider alternative
instructional strategies and materials before making a final decision.
In their model, teachers employ a decision-making perspective in their
planning. A deliberate choice is made after considering many options.
Yinger 's model, however, suggests that teachers most often do not
consider alternatives while planning. Several other studies confirm
this viewpoint (McCutcheon, 1980; Mann, 1975; Morine and Vallance,
1976). Yinger's model posits that after considering the factors which
may modify their planning, teachers continue the planning process as
a problem solving exercise rather than decision making. Teachers
realize a problem exists and form an initial abstract idea that may
help solve the problem. Yinger says this problem finding and idea
formation "refers to the 'discovery' of a potential instructional idea
that requires further planning and deliberation' (p. 267). The
19
problem may be as vague as "Here is your classroom; here are your
students; teach them" (p. 269). The initial idea is then investigated,
elaborated and adapted (in a circular rather than linear fashion)
until a provisional solution is reached. This solution is then imple-
mented, evaluated and then eventually either routinized or discarded.
Thus Yinger views planning as the working and reworking of a single
idea (problem solving) rather than choosing from among many alterna-
tives (decision making).
Yinger also proposes a time-based structural model of planning.
He found five definite levels of planning throughout the year:
1) yearly planning, 2) term planning, 3) unit planning, 4) weekly
planning, and 5) daily planning. Both Yinger and Smith observe that
weekly planning is the major time division used by elementary teachers.
The elementary teachers that were studied established weekly time
schedules and then fitted subjects and activities into these weekly
schedules. As Yinger states, weekly planning is the "nuts and bolts"
of planning. Whether this holds true for non-classroom elementary
teachers or secondary teachers has not been investigated.
In summary, the planning models that researchers have developed
are designed to show the process teachers employ when planning. It
is suggested that teachers do not begin with objectives, but first
consider personal and environmental constraints that affect planning.
Teachers then take an initial idea(s), grapple with it and eventually
implement or discard the resulting plan.
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Summary
Although studies reporting data on how teachers plan have been
conducted only over the past ten years and number barely 20, some
conclusions can be drawn about planning. Most teachers do not report
following an ends-means model when planning. Activities or content are
often the beginning point of planning with objectives and evaluation
often left out entirely. Limited information is also available on
the time teachers spend planning, resources used by teachers and the
forms that plans most often take. Almost all of the research has been
conducted with elementary classroom teachers. Definitions of planning
provided by researchers have been broad with few attempts to really
explore various categories of planning. Existing models of teachers'
planning all suggest that planning begins with teachers considering
internal and external constraints on their teaching. The models then
propose that teachers follow either a decision making or problem
solving process in order to arrive at a final plan.
CHAPTER III
METHOD
Introduction
This study was designed to provide a descriptive account of
planning decisions made by a sample of physical education teachers.
In order to determine the amount and types of planning that physical
education teachers actually do, the major part of the data were
gathered through observation in the naturalistic setting, that is,
the offices, gymnasia and fields that comprise the workplace of
physical education teachers. In addition, corroborating and
supplementary data were obtained through collection of materials and
informal interviews during the observation period and a structured
interview at the completion of the naturalistic phase of data collec-
tion.
In a naturalistic study the investigator does not attempt to
manipulate the research setting. Rather, the investigator is
interested in studying events as they occur in their natural environ-
ment. The qualitative data obtained through this type of research
provides depth and detail, and consists of detailed descriptions of
situations, people and interactions, quotations of people about their
thoughts and experiences, and excerpts from documents or records
(Patton, 1980).
Wilson (1977) specifies two perspectives that provide a rationale
for gathering data in a naturalistic setting. First is the
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naturalistic-ecological perspective. Sociologists and psychologists
have found that an individual's behavior is influenced by the environ-
ment in which their behavior takes place. Placing individuals into a
contrived research setting (i.e, an experimental laboratory) changes
their behavior. Therefore, to obtain a more accurate picture of a
subject's normal behavior, events must be studied in a natural setting.
In brief, the naturalistic-ecological perspective leads to the conclu-
sion that if an investigator wants to know how a teacher behaves in
the classroom, the investigator must observe, as unobtrusively as
possible, teachers' actions in the classroom setting.
The second perspective providing a rationale for research in a
naturalistic setting is called the qualitative-phenomenological
perspective. Symbolic interaction theory is another term used to
describe this perspective (Bogdan and Taylor, 1975). The social
scientists supporting this viewpoint assert that researchers "cannot
understand human behavior without understanding the framework within
which the subjects interpret their thoughts, feelings, and actions"
(Wilson, 1977, p. 249). In observing an action, the investigator
may ascribe one meaning to that particular act; the subject may
interpret that action in an entirely different way. The investigator,
through observation and questioning, must attempt to understand the
incident from the participant's viewpoint rather than immediately
putting their own label and judgement upon the act. Wilson succintly
summarizes these two rationales.
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(a) Human behavior is complexly influenced by the context
in which it occurs. Any research plan which takes the actors
out of the naturalistic setting may negate those forces and
hence obscure its own understanding, (b) Human behavior
often has more meaning than observable "facts." A researcher
seeking to understand behavior must find ways to learn the
manifest and latent meanings for the participants, and must
also understand the behavior from the objective outside
perspective, (p. 253)
As indicated in Chapter II, much of the research on planning has asked
teachers to plan in controlled laboratory settings or has relied upon
teachers' recall of decisions made when planning. By relying upon
these two methodologies, researchers have not taken either the
naturalistic-ecological or qualitative-phenomenological perspectives
into consideration. By using a participant observation technique
this study examined physical education teachers actually planning in
the field and provided the basis for understanding both the sources
of influence and teachers' personal viewpoints of the planning
process
.
Data Collection
The main source of data in naturalistic inquiry is participant
observation and the accompanying field notes. Denzin (1970) defines
participant observation as "a field strategy that simultaneously
combines document analysis ... interviewing, direct participation and
observation, and introspection" (p. 186). In other words, participant
observation is a number of methods used in combination in order to
obtain the maximum amount of information. According to Bogdan and
Taylor (1975) it is "characterized by a period of intense social
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interaction between the researcher and the subjects, in the milieu of
the latter" (p. 5). The participant observation methodology utilized
in this study generated data from three different sources: observa-
tions, interviews and documents. Each data source, if used in
isolation, limits the amount and accuracy of information that can be
collected. The technique of using multiple data sources is called
data triangulation (Denzin, 1970) and permits the investigator to
validate the findings obtained from one source through comparison
with a second or third source.
Observations . Patton (1980) cites five variables that are important
to consider when planning an observational study. An examination
of the five variables and their role in this study comprise the
following section.
Role of the observer . The involvement of the investigator/
observer in participant observer research can range on a continuum
from a total spectator to a full participant in all the activities.
The role chosen for this study was that of limited interaction
(Schatzman and Strauss, 1973). In taking this role, the investigator
tried to disrupt the normal duties and interactions of the teachers
as little as possible, but had the freedom to ask for clarification
and meaning of the observed activities. This level of limited parti-
cipation had the advantage of allowing the investigator to appear
interested and personable and thus an "OK" person to the teachers,
thus permitting the investigator to probe the meaning of the
teachers' activities.
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Portrayal of the investigator's role to others
. At one extreme,
the investigator can take the role of a totally covert observer, that
is, no one in the situation being studied is aware that observations
are being made or that an observer is present. On the other hand,
the investigator may let everyone involved in the situation know that
observations are taking place and who the observer is. The latter
overt role, was the role chosen for this study. The study required
the cooperation of the teachers, therefore, it was essential the
teachers knew and helped the investigator. The teachers were
instructed to introduce the investigator to the students and other
staff as a person who was interested in observing and recording the
day-to-day life of a physical education teacher.
Portrayal of the purpose of the observation to others. The
teachers were not informed of the exact purpose of the study
(e.g., examining their planning behavior), as such knowledge might
have affected the teacher's planning and changed their normal
behavior. The purpose of the study, therefore, was outlined in broad
terms for the teachers. They were told that the investigator was
interested in observing, understanding and describing the day-to-day
life of a physical education teacher. The teachers were informed that
some aspects of their activities were of greater interest to the
investigator than others, but in order to avoid the possibility of
teachers consciously or unconsciously changing their behavior, the
investigator could not divulge which aspects were of the greatest
concern. The teachers were informed that the focus of the study was
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teachers' planning upon the conclusion of the observeration part of
data collection. The teachers were given a consent form to sign that
explained, as far as possible, the focus of the study and the proce-
dures to be followed (see Appendix A).
Duration of the observations
. Each teacher was observed for
a two week period. The geographical boundaries of the observation were
the entire school --from the gymnasium to the playing fields to the
lunchroom. The time boundaries were the teachers' school day--from
the time the teacher entered the school in the morning until the
teacher left school or began after-school coaching duties. The
stipulation was made that if a teacher was absent from school for more
than two days during the observation period, the period was to be
extended, or if extension was not possible, the teacher would be
dropped from the study. It was not necessary to utilize either or
these strategies as no teacher was absent more than two days.
One problem in overt observational research is the reactiveness
of the subjects (Patton, 1980; Denzin, 1970). Denzin, notes that
"the creation of the role of participant observer inevitably intro-
duces some degree of reactivity into the field setting" (p. 204).
Denzin regards this reactivity as a threat to the internal validity
of a study. He suggests that the investigator should not pretend
that it does not exist, and that the best method of dealing with the
effect is to recognize it and try to measure it through daily field
notes, observations and asking the subjects pointed questions about
their reactions. For example, the investigator could ask the teacher
at the end of each day, "Did you do anything different today because
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I was here observing? The two week time period and the investigator's
familiarity with the physical education setting did seem to diminish
the teachers' reactivity. Also, informing the teachers only of the
general purpose of the study reduced specific behavioral changes.
Focus of the observations
. This study describes how a sample of
physical education teachers plan. Smith's (1977) general definition
of planning (teacher activity which precedes instruction, is concerned
with presentation of instruction and is based on anticipation or
expectation of classroom events) provided a beginning point for the
observations. In order to focus and more clearly define observations
and interview questions, however, the following speculative framework
for different types of planning was utilized (see Figure 1).
PLANNING
CREATING REMEMBERING CREATING REMEMBERING
Figure 1. Speculative Framework of Planning Types
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Under the general rubric of planning, two different kinds of activity
may occur, formal and informal. The term formal planning describes
deliberate and purposeful activity on the part of the teacher. Infor-
mal planning does not involve a deliberate attempt to plan, but
includes relatively short periods of anticipatory thinking which may
occur at different moments during the day as inspiration or brainstorm.
What proportion of physical education teachers' planning is accom-
plished through intentionally sitting down and planning a unit or
class and how much occurs in bits and pieces while driving to work
or watching television? Are the kinds of planning accomplished in
these two modes significantly different?
It is proposed that either formal or informal planning may be
accomplished through a creative effort involving cognitive synthesis
on the part of teachers, or through a more mundane process of simple
recall and routine. Creative planning is the generation of new
activities and objectives, whereas planning by remembering relies
upon the use of routines or recall of past experiences without
further transformation. What are the sources of information a teacher
uses when remembering? There are two general sources of information
available to recall, accumulated memory of past teaching experiences
and external sources such as teacher training, colleagues, inservice
classes and written materials. Nothing is known about how much of
teachers' planning is remembering versus creating, much less whether
past experience or external resources are used most of the time. Of
course, much planning probably is a combination of creating and
rememberi ng
.
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Another question arising from this framework is that of the
relationship between formal / i nformal planning and creative/recall
planning (see Figure 2). Does most formal planning consist of
recalling past events and then either duplicating or modifying them
to meet present needs? In contrast, does most informal planning
generate creative new ideas and activities rather than producing
a recall of "something I did two years ago?"
CREATING
REMEMBERING
COMBINATION
Figure 2. Speculative Relationship
Between Types of Planning
Finally, does the teacher focus on different concerns while
participating in different types of planning? For example, when a
teacher intentionally plans for a unit, is the main focus on the
environment or teacher actions? During informal planning is the
teacher usually thinking about the students (i.e., I know how I can
help Susan learn the cartwheel!)?
This speculative framework was used to help formulate questions
the investigator asked the teacher during informal conversations and
the final more formal interview. The framework provided an initial
conceptual structure at the point of entry into the observation
setting.
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The investigator realized, however, that while these foreshadowings
about the nature of teacher planning may guide, they must not rigidly
control the focus of all the observations and questions. The
investigator maintained the ethnographer's characteristic willingness
to discard preconceptions in favor of other categorizations that
better represented teachers' actual planning.
Interviews
. Two types of interviews were utilized to gain additional
information from teachers about their planning (Patton, 1980). By
utlizing the informal interview, information was gathered as a part of
daily conversations with the teachers. Teachers did not realize
necessarily they were being interviewed or that the conversations
had a specific purpose. For example, before school began the question,
"What are you going to do first period today?" probably was not
perceived by the teacher as formal questioning, but gave the investi-
gator some valuable clues about the teacher's planning.
Although informal questions varied with each teacher and were
formed as opportune moments occurred, the following questions provided
initial focus for informal conversations.
When you think about a class (unit, week), what is your first
concern?
Why did you choose that particular activity (game, drill)?
What will you do if it rains?
Have you tried that activity before?
Was that an inspiration on the spot, or did you work it out
ahead of time?
Where did you get the idea for that activity?
Are you doing anything in this class that you haven't tried
before?
Are you teaching any new activities this quarter?
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One particular area of concern is the planning that teachers may do
outside the school setting. Since such planning was outside the frame-
work of this study, general questions were asked several times each
week about the time teachers spend on school matters at home in the
evenings or on weekends (i.e., Did you work on any school matters
after I left you or at home last night?). Teachers' responses dealing
with planning were noted by the investigator.
The second type of interview was a more formal interview at the
end of the two week observation period. With the permission of the
teachers, the interviews were tape recorded. An interview guide
approach was used (see Appendix B). In this technique, the investi-
gator had a list of desired information but the exact wording of the
questions were not specified. This interview was used to gain infor-
mation that the investigator was not able to obtain through observa-
tion, materials or conversational probes. Each interview differed
depending upon the information needed. For example, if the investi-
gator had not had the opportunity to determine all the influences
on the teacher's planning, this topic was discussed to elicit
additional information. The final interview also was utilized to
confirm data gathered during the observational period. For example,
the investigator may have observed the teacher using a skills text-
book in their office or calling the district coordinator for informa-
tion about an activity. During the final interview the investigator
then said, "I observed you getting information for your classes from
a text in your office and your district office. If you need
additional information, what other sources do you use?
1
' Another
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question may have referred to lesson plans. "I didn't see you use any
lesson plans during the week. Is this your normal procedure?"
In summary, as much data as possible about the research questions
was gathered during informal conversational interviews and observation
during the two weeks in the field. The final, more formal interview,
was used to both confirm the investigator's observations and gather
data on the unanswered research questions. Thus, the day before the
interview, the investigator reviewed all field notes to determine the
scope and content of the final interview.
Documents
. The third souce of data was documents produced by the
teachers during or as a result of their planning (i.e., lesson plans,
notes on index cards). These documents were collected (with the per-
mission of the teacher) or copied by the investigator.
Selecting the Teachers
A sample of four teachers, each to be observed for two weeks, was
chosen for this study. It was believed that this time period and
number of teachers provided the best opportunity to gather data on
physical education teachers' planning within the constraints of a
dissertation. Since information on how physical education teachers
plan is non-existent, it was felt that a series of abbreviated field
studies was more useful than a single case study because of the broader
range of information thus obtained. The tradeoff in observing several
teachers was that the time period necessarily becomes shorter. On the
basis of pilot trials, however, there was good reason to believe that
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two full weeks is a sufficient length of time to allow the investigator
to feel comfortable in the school setting, develop rapport with the
teachers, and reduce the teachers' anxiety and reactivity to the
investigator (see Appendix C). Therefore, the choice of four teachers
and a two week observation period was a compromise between the desire
to spend a great deal of time with each teacher and the desire to
observe the planning of several physical education teachers.
Three criteria were used in selecting the teachers. One criterion
for selection was the requirement that teaching regularly occurs in
the classes of the subject. Teachers, who, in physical education
terminology, "throw out the ball," or provide a recreation period for
their students were not included in this study. It was felt that such
teachers would not do sufficient planning to make it worth the
investigator's time to observe them. Second, teachers chosen for this
study were not in charge of a student teacher during the observation
period. The presence of a student teacher would undoubtedly influence
and change a teacher's normal planning pattern. Third, the offices
of any male teachers who participated in the study must not be
located in the boy's locker room. In order to observe teachers'
behavior before school and between classes, the investigator had to
have access to the teachers' offices. Since the investigator is
female, such access required an office with an entry from the
gymnasi urn.
Teachers who met the three criteria were identified with the help
of the Director of Student Teaching in the Department of Professional
Preparation, who was familiar with teachers in the area. The
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superintendent of each teacher's district was contacted in order to
determine the policies and procedures to be followed in gaining
permission to conduct research in that district. The appropriate
policies and procedures were then followed in order to obtain
clearance to contact the teachers. A preliminary phone call to each
teacher to ascertain their interest in participating in the study
was followed by a visitation in order to explain the study in greater
detail
.
The observations took place in October, November and December,
1981. The exact observation schedule depended on school district
calendars and the sequence of units to be taught by each teacher.
Analysis of Data
As Bogdan and Taylor (1975) point out, "data analysis is an
ongoing process in participant observation research" (p. 80). Each
day field notes were used to record the investigator's observations.
It was essential that information be recorded as soon as possible after
the events occurred and that the notes contained as much detailed,
descriptive data as could be remembered. The appropriate time to
record field notes was determined after consideration of the situation
at each school. Bogdan and Taylor (1975) also suggest that note-taking
during the observation adds little accuracy to the data of a skilled
observer. This latter viewpoint was confirmed by the investigator
during a pilot study for the dissertation. Notes were written
immediately after completion of each day's observation. If other times
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appeared to be appropriate for note-taking during the school day, they
were utilized. For example, notes were often taken while the teacher
was occupied with a class. Or if a teacher was reading or planning
during a preparation period, the investigator recorded notes at this
time without disturbing the teacher.
At the end of each day of observation, the field notes were
inspected in order to ascertain the progress made toward answering
each research question. A summary was written at the end of each day's
notes describing the answers obtained through that day's observations
and informal questions. For example, a summary was made of the total
amount of time the teacher was observed to plan during that day
(research question Id). If the teacher was observed using textbooks
in the office and consulting a file folder containing previous lesson
plans, a summary of these activities was written (research question le).
If the teacher had discussed, in answer to an informal probe question,
what factors they think about when getting ready for a class, those
factors were noted as helping to answer research questions lg and 2.
As the process of detailed description continued each day and
week, the investigator was particularly alert for the appearance of
repeating patterns and themes which were further probed by redirecting
observation procedures or through the use of informal questions. At
the end of two weeks of observation, each teacher and their planning
was described in a detailed narrative in order to provide a clear
summary of each teacher's planning.
The three sources of data (field notes from participant observa-
tion, documents, and interviews) were used to develop individual
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descriptions of how the four subject physical education teachers
planned (research question 1). Similarities and differences among
the four teachers were noted. The descriptions were examined to
determine the degree of congruence with the tentative framework
proposed in this chapter.
In order to determine the influences on teachers' planning
(research question 2), the following procedure was followed. The
field and interview notes were examined and inferences made about
factors that influence teachers' planning from both descriptions
of teachers' behavior and responses to questions. Tentative categories
were developed from this examination. The investigator then inspected
the field and interview notes again, located the specific incidents
and placed them into the tentative categories. When necessary,
adjustments were made in the groupings. Thus, influences on
teachers' planning were organized and grouped, and specific examples
cited for each category.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to examine how four physical
education teachers planned for their classes. This chapter will
present data gathered to answer the research questions. As a reminder,
these questions are:
1. How do each of the subjects plan?
a. What variety of forms do plans take?
b. In what settings does planning take place?
c. When do physical education teachers plan?
d. How much time do the teachers spend planning?
e. What resources are used by the teachers when planning?
f. What planning decisions are made by the teachers?
g. What is the focus of planning?
2. What are the influences on the subjects' planning?
Based on the three data sources of observation, informal conversation
and subsequent field notes, documents, and interviews each teacher's
planning will be described. Extensive field notes were taken during
each day of observation. The investigator was able to write unob-
trusively while the teacher was conducting each class. The few
documents collected or copied consisted of lesson plans written
by two teachers and several year-long curriculum plans. Three of
the teachers were interviewed at the conclusion of the last day of
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observation; the fourth teacher became ill on the last day of observa-
tion and was interviewed four days later. All the interviews lasted
approximately one hour and were transcribed verbatim by the investiga-
tor.
Each of the sections detailing the individual teacher's planning
will begin with a description of each teacher and their school environ-
ment in order to provide a context in which to place their particular
mode of planning. The background information will be followed by a
narrative description of each teacher's planning. The name of each
teacher and school has been changed to protect confidentiality. The
final section of the chapter will examine the similarities and
differences in planning among the four teachers.
Jerry
The most memorable element of Jerry's environment is the
closet-like space that constitutes his office and the multitude of
material compressed into this tiny area. A large desk, piled high
with scattered papers and folders dominates the tiny room. At the
back edge of the desk, wooden boxes stacked upon each other and filled
with books serve as a bookcase. A door, leading to an unused shower
functions as a rack for many multicolored jump ropes. Taped to the
door are sheets of paper with the calendars and rotation systems
necessary to decipher the day's schedule. Almost within arm s reach
on the wall in back of the desk is an array of equipment, neatly
organized in contrast to Jerry's desk. The equipment is stored in
mesh ball bags, boxes and cut-down plastic milk containers. What
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small floor space remains is taken up by a large laundry cart which
Jerry uses to transport the day's equipment to the gym. Next to the
cart reposes a small green fan, with its $1 tag sale price sticker
still attached, which Jerry turns on occasionally in an attempt to
provide some fresh air in the windowless office.
In contrast to the cramped office, the gym in the elementary
school is quite spacious. Jerry teaches in a modern gymnasium, one
with wood paneling extending half way to the ceiling and high windows
extending the length of the gym. The gym has a traditional wooden
floor with basketball court markings and eight foot hoops at either
end. A variety of euipment (mats, beam, climbing apparatus, volleyball
standards) is scattered around the edge of the gym. Several sets of
double doors with large windows open to the hall and face the main
office of the school. This gym is a rarity in schools--it is located
in the very center of the school.
This elementary school Jerry teaches in four days of the week is
a demonstration school attached to the School of Education of a large
university. All of the classrooms and the gymnasium can be viewed
through one-way mirrors located in a hallway above the rooms. About
15 percent of the students are third world, many of them children of
graduate students or professors from other countries. The school is
non-graded. The students are placed in one of four groups based on
their social, emotional and cognitive maturity as determined by the
staff. The students are evaluated for possible movement to a higher
group four times during the year. Therefore, all the classes consist
of students of different ages, although most classes are not composed
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of students of more than three grade levels. Jerry's classes average
18 students per class and he taught five classes each day.
Jerry has taught 15 years, all in this school district. There are
three other elementary schools, a junior high, and a senior high in the
district. Jerry coached at the high school for many years but is not
doing so this year. He still keeps his hand in coaching by working
with a youth sports group on weekends. As a result of his long
involvement in the district and community, Jerry knows the students
and their siblings very well and frequently stops in the hall to chat
with students and ask how their flute lessons are going or if their
sister is still playing basketball. He teaches four days per week
at the demonstration school and goes to another elementary school one
day during the week. By traveling to another school, he enables
students to have physical education an additional period at that
school
.
How did Jerry plan ?
What form did his plans take ? Jerry wrote lesson plans each day
during the observation period. While writing the plans he often
referred to the previous day's or week's plans and to a log he kept of
each class. These logs were in individual folders identified by the
classroom teacher's name and had space to list what was actually
taught that day and information on misbehavior or special incidents
that occurred. His lesson plans had a standard format (see Figure 3).
In a small column on the right hand side Jerry would list the day's
schedule. He considered this information essential as morning classes
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Spec locomotor patterns on
gym mat Spec 9:00-9:20
rolling, stopping
crossing midline (chalk board?) W°J 9:30-10
balance (batacas)
confidence cl imbing
hand eye
Olders
new games
different groups
Smargs jewels
blob tag
boffi ng
snake-in-grass
queen bee
Gdw 10:10-10:40
Plan 11:15-
WS 14 12:25-
Curr Comm 1 : 45-3 : 1
5
Choice of activities
areas
Chal lenges
group sit down, skin the snake
knots, caterpillar, snake races
(python marathon)
return compass
new games book???
supply fan off
skating assoc.
newspri nt
tape
magic markers
meeting site (gym?)
Figure 3: Sample Lesson Plan (Jerry)
rotated each week. He taught a class of students for one week and
then might not see them again for one, two or three weeks. Therefore,
each day one of the first things he did upon arriving at school was to
check the schedules posted on the door in his office. The afternoon
classes were called Workshops and consisted of students in the more
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mature classifications (usually 4th, 5th, or 6th graders). These
students were in physical education every day for one quarter
(approximately nine weeks) of each school year.
The main section of the lesson plan consisted of activities to
be taught for each grouping of students. For example, he differen-
tiated among classes of special needs students, younger students
(usually 1st and 2nd graders), and olders (2nd, 3rd, or 4th). The
bottom section of the sheet usually was divided into three sections.
In the left section Jerry would list notes to himself that may or may
not be related to school. Often the notes would list errands to run
or be reminders of people to call. The middle section was reserved
for notes about class organization. This section was left blank in
all the plans the investigator saw Jerry write. The materials that
Jerry needed for the various classes were listed on the right hand
section.
This general format was always used, although variations often
occurred. The activities were always listed, but Jerry sometimes
left out the class schedule or the bottom section. The plans were
written on any handy sheet of paper, a piece from a yellow note pad,
a sheet torn from a small notebook, or the clean side of an old memo
from the office.
The plans were placed on Jerry's desk after each day and
gradually disappeared among the clutter on the desk. He has a large
stack of old lesson plans in a drawer in his desk. He said that these
are past lessons that he likes and, therefore, has saved the plans.
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The plans are just stacked in the drawer now but he is trying to
organize them by activity so he can retrieve the plans more easily.
In what settings does planning take place ?
When does Jerry plan ?
How much time does Jerry spend planning ? Jerry usually wrote the
plans in two stages, one section was written before school and the
other before his afternoon class. He typically spent 30 or 45 minutes
in his office in the morning before his first class and part of this
time was utilized to write down his plans for the three or four
morning classes. This time often was interrupted by students
dropping by to say hello or asking for the loan of a ball or Jerry
making a trip to the office for a cup of coffee. Notes for the
afternoon Workshop class were written only one-half of the days the
investigator was present. When written, these plans were usually
jotted down quickly as a continuation of the morning's plans previous
to the Workshop class' arrival. For example, one day Jerry said he
wasn't sure what he was going to do in the Workshop that afternoon.
He looked for a book in his office to use as a reference but couldn't
locate it. He then pulled out a handbook from a workshop he had
attended and jotted down five activities from this handout on his
lesson plan sheet. Thus, within a five minutes time span, Jerry
thought of one idea and rejected it since he couldn't find the specific
information he needed in order to teach the activity. He then found a
reference for another set of activities, skimmed through the handout
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and chose a number of activities for the students to participate in the
next period. In summary, Jerry's overt planning occurred just prior
to class. Jerry's own words will help clarify his view of why he plans
this way.
I really cannot anticipate that well. I can't tell until
the adrenalin's flowing.
. .sometimes I'm most motivated when
I'm most scared about blowing it I'll plan and I'll
have the thing all mapped out and I think it will be terrific
and I'll come in here and... it's just the opposite. You
can't really tell until the moment what the lesson's going
to be... the adrenalin gets going and you're on or you're off.
It could be a bad day... your frame of mind when you come
into the classroom. You can prepare from 9 to 11 at night
or you can sleep from 9 to 11 at night and now I'm sleeping
from 9 to 11 at night.
Why did Jerry feel it necessary to write plans if he felt that the
situation might easily change once he began teaching? In answering
that question Jerry said
When you first start teaching it's like following a cookbook,
recipes lesson by lesson. Gradually with experience you
think in terms of a theme and you have all the activities
in your head.... Generally it's a master plan that you've
worked out years ago and your lessons are sequential and
building up K-6. The lesson to me is a model, and a model
is something you shoot for or you aim for and... I don't
mean to say it's the right way but it's a script and then you
adlib from there.
Jerry often added to or modified the lesson plan between classes.
He might add an activity he taught during class that was not on the
original plan. Thi s system seems to confirm Jerry's view of the plan
as a model, not inviolate, but a plastic design that he felt free to
modify.
During the school day Jerry spent time planning other than
immediately before class. In fact, except for lunch, he worked on
class materials during most of his non-teaching time. During the two-
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week observation period, Jerry spent from ten minutes to two hours per
day in planning with an average time of just under one hour per day.
He usually arrived at school between 30 and 45 minutes before his first
class and utilized much of that time to write his lesson plans for that
morning and get his equipment ready for the day's classes. Each class
was immediately followed by the next during most of the morning, so
Jerry barely had time to draw a deep breath between classes. One
15 minute school-wide break occurred each morning and Jerry spent
several of these breaks reading AAHPERD's new fitness manual so he
could administer the new fitness tests. Other days Jerry used this
time as a coffee break or to make personal phone calls.
Depending on whether Jerry's class schedule dictated an early or
late lunch, Jerry had between 45 minutes to 1 hour 45 minutes before
his afternoon workshop class met. He usually spent some of that time
planning for his afternoon class. One day he spent a full 70 out of
90 minutes choosing folk dances and music for next week's workshop
classes
.
School was over at 2:30 and Jerry usually stayed until 3:30 or
4 p.m. when he left to pick up his daughter from her after-school
sports practice. He stated that in the past when his son had later
practice, he used to stay until 6 p.m. and work on his classes.
During the observation period he spent most after-school time picking
up equipment in gym, sorting through material on his desk and
answering students' and teachers' questions rather than planning for
future classes. Jerry's average daily planning time is shown in
Figure 4.
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Before School Between Classes After School Total
18 min. 31 min. 7 min. 56 min.
Figure 4. Summary of Jerry's Average Daily Planning During
School Hours.
There is, of course, the problem of Jerry planning during non-
school hours, when the investigator was not present. In an attempt
to ascertain if Jerry spent time planning at home several strategies
were used. First, the investigator asked Jerry during the course of
the two-week observation period about the necessity of doing any
school-related work at home. He replied that he took work home more
often now than in the past since he had to leave school earlier to
pick up his daughter. Indeed, Jerry did carry a briefcase filled
with papers home each night, but at least on a day-to-day basis the
investigator observed Jerry pull out material he had written the night
before only once. In that particular case he had listed a variety
of activities as possible choices for a morning class and he selected
several of these to write on his lesson plan that morning. When
asked about planning at home another time he talked about the
logistics problem of transporting his guitar, tapes and tape recorder
home to work on folk dance. He said that he often left this equipment
at home and worked there on that unit. One afternoon Jerry took his
guitar and music home with him saying he was going to work that
evening on music for a kindergarten class the next day. When he
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arrived at school the next morning, the investigator asked Jerry if he
had worked on his songs last night. He replied, "I went over them
a little bit. He had 30 minutes before the kindergarteners arrived
and spent some of that time practicing songs he was going to use with
the kindergarteners that day.
During the post-observation interview Jerry was asked how much
time he spent working on school work at home in the evenings. He
replied
It would be hard to measure. You go home, you read MAHPER,
you go home, you practice guitar, you go home read a book
on fitness. Making a guess, my life is physical education.
I'm doing stuff to model. I jog a half hour a day, I diet,
I buy clothes (warmups). If I took a drama course or if I
take a movement course, it might be directly or indirectly
related. If I coach a team, I get different insights about
what the end product is. . .physical education.
Another out-of-school time when planning might occur is during
the summer or the days just prior to school reopening in the fall.
When Jerry was asked during the interview when he made most of his
decisions about what to teach in class, he said
There are times at the beginning of the year, during the
summer when you get out the goals, philosophy, stuff like
that and get general ideas and try to figure out where
the kids are. Myself, I really cannot anticipate that well.
Summer, to me, is a great reservoir of time that can be
used to great purpose. But, usually I'm out in the berry
patch or fishing or something like that and it's too damn
hot to do any planning. I really need to have an air-
conditioned spot and I just don't get around to doing
that... I think I'd like to do some planning for physical
education in the summer but I'd need to get an air-
condi tioner.
In summary, although Jerry made statements to the effect that he
planned at home, the investigator did not see any manifestation of
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this type of planning (e.g., lesson plans). His statements about
planning which did not occur during the school year seem to indicate
that he did very little, if any, specific planning for his classes
during the summer.
Although Jerry's planning seems to be accomplished immediately
prior to class and is short range, he does have an overall idea of
what to teach during the year. He feels that for the older elementary
students there are four basic areas: dance, individual sports,
team sports, and adventures. Therefore, although the emphasis in
each Workshop depends on student interest and motivation, he includes
all four areas in each Workshop. For the younger elementary students
he says, "I think basically you are talking about basic skills and
I've always used this language of broad vocabulary of movement
skills you can plug in any way."
What resources does Jerry use when planning ? Even though Jerry
believes there are basic areas to be covered in elementary physical
education during the year, he is constantly searching for new ideas
and ways to better his teaching. The investigator observed him
search through his books and then ask the school librarian for
information on laterality in order to help his special needs students.
Jerry asked a kindergarten teacher for feedback on one of his lessons
and then modified his next lesson based on the information he received
from her. He had a copy of AAHPERD ' s new fitness manual which he
had purchased while attending the national AAHPERD convention the
previous year. He used a number of books (both his own and the
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library's) to get ideas for his folk dance unit. He had taped
numerous dances from records onto cassettes so he could use a cassette
recorder in the gym. During the two-week observation period he
attended an afternoon workshop another physical education teacher in
the district was offering. Jerry also said he perused the books the
university required for their physical education classes to see if
there might be anything of interest to him.
To summarize, Jerry used a variety of resources in planning for
his classes. He even asked the investigator if she knew of any
classes being offered by the university physical education department
for in-service teachers. He actively searched out new ideas and the
investigator observed at least some of them being implemented in his
classes.
What planning decisions are made by Jerry ? As indicated pre-
viously, Jerry's lesson plans fol lowed a standard format. Parts of the
plan, however, were often omitted. The one section always present was
the 1 ist of activities the students were to do during the class. Often
the rest of the decisions Jerry made about teaching were left unsaid
or at least unwritten. For example, although he provided a space in
his lesson plans for class organization, that spot was left blank
on every lesson plan during the two-week observation period. Often
the spot for materials needed for class was also left blank. Jerry
carefully placed the balls, tape recorder, paddles, etc., he needed
that day i nto the 1 aundry cart each morning before pulling the cart
into the gym. The investigator did not see him refer to his lesson
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plan to check which equipment he needed. Both organization and equip-
ment were decisions that Jerry made prior to teaching but he seldom
felt necessary to write down.
Another decision that apparently was implicit to Jerry was that
of the purpose of his classes. His lesson plans did not list any
learning objectives, but when queried at some length about the purpose
of different activities Jerry had ready and detailed ideas about the
purpose of specific activities. For example
Playing in self space without a bump or a fall
That's generally getting to control anywhere inside or outside...
the point is that you can operate without coaching and stuff
like that. If you want to play... the active games we had,
running and tagging, that they have to sensitized to it (self
or shared space).
Playing New Games
I like the phi losophy . . .and I always work with that, there
are too many losers in competitve games and I state my phi lo-
sophy... no put downs.... And also the other thing is that with
new games is that games shouldn't have to come from above, from
adults. . .they should come from the kids.
Jerry had also made decisions, based on his belief of the purpose of
physical education, about what larger units to teach during the year.
He had definite ideas, for example about the four areas to be
included in the upper elementary curriculum (dance, individual sports,
team sports and adventures).
It can be seen, therefore, that although Jerry did not write down
decisions he made about objectives, class organization and course
content, he performed them as a matter of course or was able to
verbalize them when asked. The only consistent written decision was
that of what day-to-day activities the students would complete.
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What is the focus of Jerry's planning ? When the investigator asked
Jerry what he was going to do that day or what was going to happen in
the next class, Jerry invariably replied with a listing of activities
the students would do. This focus on the students and their movements
and reactions seemed to permeate all of Jerry's thinking about his
classes. When asked during the formal interview what he focused on
when thinking about teaching a lesson he again concentrated upon the
students
.
I guess the kids being bored... it not being exciting or fun...
they like that... to have it be fun and exciting.
In order to determine if Jerry focused upon himself and his actions,
the investigator asked Jerry if he planned specifically what he was
going to say to a class. He replied
I think there was a day when I did that... when I first started...
like a script, but now I like to capture certain words and
pictures. There are words and language from TV and stuff...
we don't have a TV so once in a while I'll touch base with
the shows I hear the kids talk about so I can use the language
and words that the kids are watching five hours a day.
Once again Jerry's focus is upon the students and how he can better
relate to them rather than really being concerned with his verbal
behavior in the context of his teaching.
This focus upon students and their activities, behavior and
feedback is carried through when examining the influences on Jerry's
planni ng.
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What are the influences on Jerry's planning ? The following factors are
influences on Jerry's planning.
Internal
Beliefs about physical education
Own teaching strengths and weaknesses
Daily mind-set
Experience (problems and successes)
External
Students
skill level and abilities
behavior (prior problems, good students)
interests (TV, sports)
feedback
dynamics of class
Season of year
Other teachers
Schedule
Facilities and equipment
New ideas
Safety of students
Logistics (moving equipment)
Outside commitments
The two factors that Jerry identified directly when questioned in the
formal interview were the students and how he felt. Two quotes will
illustrate his viewpoint.
Students
Where I think the kids are within the whole plan and that
day, their behaviors within the school and the gym class.
The thing that can throw it is things like macho remarks
and stuff like that... you know dance can go but if the wrong
guy says the wrong thing at the wrong time, you know the
thing's pretty well blown and it's going to be hard to
salvage it... would just be wasting time. If you play a
sport or game, somebody might say... I've got a sprained
ankle and it becomes contagious. You have to be very
sensi ti ve.
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Self
How I feel, and I'll tell you the truth when I'm in gymnastics,
I've got to feel really strong, physically and mentally and
tough and at my peak, on my toes. I have kids on the diving
board into a pile of mats and I'm a nervous wreck, and it may
be a good motivator but at least I recognize that there are
some days I'll do it and I'll do it for a while and I know
when it's time to stop. I do the skywalk, and I know there
are times when I can do that and other times I can't, depending
on how I feel
.
These two influences have the greatest impact upon Jerry's planning.
As themes, his feelings and statements about students dominate the
field notes taken during the observation period. The other influences
may have been mentioned or observed several times, but are clearly
of secondary importance in influencing Jerry's planning.
Summary . Jerry's daily lesson plans have a standard format, dominated
by the listing of activities for the students to perform during class.
Jerry spends about an hour a day before school, in between classes and
after school planning for his classes. His planning takes place in
his small office or in the gymnasium. His outside of school planning
seems to be minimal. A variety of resources, including books,
workshops, and other teachers are used by Jerry while planning.
Jerry's main focus while planning is on the students--thei
r
activities, behavior and feedback. He is not too concerned with what
he will do and say in class. Although he has class organization,
objectives and the equipment in the back of his mind during planning,
his overt decisions deal with the activities (games, skill drills)
the students will perform in class. The two major influences on his
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planning are the students (behavior, interests, feedback, abilities,
class dynamics) and his own mind set and feelings during a particular
day or unit.
Ted
The two elementary schools in which Ted teaches are similar in
many ways. Although one school has 180 students and the other over
300, they are warm, friendly schools both in their physical appearance
and behavior of the teaching and support staff. At one school a group
of six to eight teachers even meet each Friday at 7:30 a.m. for
breakfast at a local eating establishment. The schools are in small
rural towns located in narrow valleys, and the streams which divide
the valleys rush close by both the brick school buildings. The towns
are located about 15 minutes apart but both belong to the same school
district. Two other elementary schools and a regional junior-senior
high school comprise the remainder of the school district.
Ted teaches 3 1/2 days at Middle Fork School and spends the
remaining 1 1/2 days at High Valley School. Most of his equipment
is at Middle Fork; as a result he must transport everything he needs
for class at High Valley each week in his small foreign car. There is
no gym at High Valley, so when indoors, Ted teaches in a town hall
located about four blocks from the school. The hall is cold and
drafty, with a tile floor and two homemade basketball hoops at each
end which supply its only pretension to being an athletic facility.
There is a spacious gym at Middle Fork, but it has been converted
into
a combination library and art room. The basketball backboards
are
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still present but are decorated with signs encouraging the students
to read more books. Space and desks have been provided in one corner
for Ted and the art and music teachers. Although negotiations are
currently underway to convert the "library" back to a gymnasium, at
present Ted must use the town gym about three blocks away for his
physical education classes. Ted has two large closets at Middle Fork
in which some small equipment such as balls, cones, pinnies, etc.,
is neatly arranged but the major part of his equipment is stored at
the town gym. At both schools, the outside playing fields are
located immediately adjacent to the school buildings rather than the
gyms.
Ted is the only physical education teacher for each school and,
as a result, each student has physical education only once a week for
45 minutes. Ted says this presents some problems with continuity, but
he doesn't see any change in the near future. In fact, he is worried
that with recent tax cutting measures imposed by the state that he
will lose his job next year. He is presently an assistant coach at
a nearby university and, after only four years of teaching, is
considering looking for a full-time college coaching position for
next year. He says he definitely would prefer to coach and doesn't
see a real future for himself in teaching elementary school physical
education.
Ted's classes are fast paced and the stress is on fun rather than
competition. He teaches five or six classes of approximately 20 stu-
dents each per day. He makes a point of not keeping score in the games
the students play and tells the students that, "the key to success is
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working together." When the upper elementary students participated
in a timed run, he talked to each class before the run, advising them
that they are all individuals and that they should try to better
their own time, not compare themselves to others in the class. He
feels that one of his major goals for students of this age is to
have fun and he often rewards classes for good behavior with a few
minutes of free play at the end of the period.
How did Ted plan ?
What forms did the plans take ? Ted wrote his lesson plans on
4x6 index cards. He found that cards were easier to carry out on
the field and put in his pocket than the full sheets of paper attached
to a clipboard he had used in the past. Ted had an index card for
each class he taught and the lessons were sequenced for each grade
level (i.e., 1st grade, week 3; 4th grade, week 6). Most of the
card was taken up with the activities he had planned for the students.
He also listed special details he wanted to tell the students about
rules of safety. In the case of the younger students, he actually
listed the questions he would use to direct their movements (see
Figures 5and 6). Ted listed the equipment he needed for class in the
upper right-hand corner of the card.
At the end of each morning or each day, Ted took time to list,
in abbreviated form, in a master plan book what he had done with
each class that day. Figure 7 is an example of a summary he wrote
in his plan book at the end of his morning class.
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Grade 6 Field Hockey Skills Sticks
Balls
Watch--Exposure to field hockey
-- Safety (sticks-knees) 4 Cones
Whistle-no swinging sticks
-spread out
1. Stick handling (check)
2. Dribble (one side)
A. play in front of you (one side of stick)
B. pivot stick
3. Drive (stationary)
4. Dribble/Drive/Stop (give-go)
5. Bully Practice
Summary
Figure 5. Example of Ted's Upper Elementary Lesson Plan
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Grades 1 & 2 Week 6
Ci rcl
e
(sneakers, moving rules, levels)
Can you move like a tiny animal?
a giant
snake
giraffe
change level on different drum beat
run backward
run 1 ightly to drum
run slow motion
run through cones
Bean Bags
How many different ways can you throw and catch bean bags?
(underhand, overhand, sidearm, 1-2 hands)
Can you use different body parts to throw? Catch?
Variations
clap, slap thighs, touch ground, throw-catch while sitting,
kneeling
6-8 targets - Hula hoops
How many ways can you throw and get in target?
If time - bean bag balance game or free time
12 cones
pai nt
hula hoops
bean bags
Figure 6. Example of Ted's Lower Elementary Lesson Plan
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2D 4Z KM
Laps 7 laps
Crab soccer
Simon Says
Mr. PotatoSimon Says
Mr. Potato carry
kick-hand in circle
-Planet Pass
-Dodgebal
1
throw
Problem with class
Susie
Figure 7. Sample Plan Book Summary (Ted)
He often made notes about the behavior of the class or individual
students as a part of his summary. He might comment on the class
behavior in general ("good" or "not bad") or list the name of a
student who was disruptive or uncooperative.
The plan book was used as an easy method of keeping track of his
teaching over the semester or entire year. The investigator observed
Ted flip through the plan book on several occasions while muttering,
"Let's see, what did the 4th graders do last week?" He felt this
summary was an essential part of his record keeping since he only
saw each class once a week. When asked why he wrote lesson plans he
repl i ed
It's basically for organization. So I know what I'm doing.
I'd hate to get up there, even though they're little kids
and not know.
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To summarize, Ted wrote his lesson plans on 4 x 6 index cards.
He included both students' activities, verbal cues to himself and the
equipment needed for class on each card. At the end of each morning
or afternoon Ted listed what he had done with each class in a large
teacher's plan book.
In what settings does planning take place ?
When does Ted plan ?
How much time does Ted spend planning ? Ted did not do any of
his planning at home. He utilized two locations for planning, at
school and in his car driving to school. When asked when he wrote
his lesson plans, he replied
When I have to. School time. That's only because I coach.
When I started I had time and I would do it at home. I
just use my school time only cause I'm busy after school.
When I started, "Oh, I'll go down and talk to the teachers,"
and would not use that recess time or lunch break time,
where now I will use it.
Ted's schedule did not allow time to do school work outside of school
hours. He left after school and went directly to the university to
begin his coaching duties. He often did not arrive home until 10 or
11 that evening. He said, "If I were not coaching, I would be more
relaxed and plan during the evening."
During the observation period, the investigator did not see Ted
write out a lesson plan. In part, this was due to poor weather and
field conditions which did not allow Ted to teach the outdoor
activities he had planned (football and field hockey skills, throwing
skills using bean bags). He said that when he is inside all the time
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he has planned for indoor activities, but since he has planned outside
activities he will improvise. He refers to this as "hipping it." Ted
says
First thing I do in the morning is to look outside and see
what the weather is and if it's raining then I start
thinking. I usually decide on the way to school. I've
got 20 minutes to plan on the way to school and if I'm doing
soccer, I'll try to do something inside that's related to
soccer if possible, crab soccer, line soccer. The same with
other activities. With the 6th grade I'm a little more
flexible. .. if it's near the World Series I might have the
Bat Ball World Series even though we're doing soccer. Just
because they're the oldest and the last crew and generally
they're pretty good. They like that anyway.
Several examples of Ted's improvising may help provide clarification.
One of the observation days was the Friday before Halloween. Ted felt
the students would be so excited that trying to teach a class would
be a waste of time. He said that in his younger days he would have
tried to teach a lesson and then would have gotten mad and yelled
at the students, so he doesn't even attempt that anymore. During
the weekly Friday breakfast that morning he said he decided to give
them a "free play" day. He introduced free play day to one class of
students in this way.
I have planned a special lesson today since it is Halloween
and a special day. It is called free gym and you can use
all the equipment.
He then proceeded to show the students the scooters, balls, jump
ropes and hula hoops and instruct them about safety while using the
equi pment.
As another example, one day Ted had a kindergarten class that he
hadn't expected to teach that day. The students played a game called
Too-Shay Turtle and as we walked the students back to their classroom,
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Ted said, "That's what you call planning while going down the hall."
Asked why he chose that particular game he replied, "to keep them
busy for 20 minutes." As might be expected, no lesson plans existed
for any of the improvised lessons.
So far, Ted's planning on a weekly and day-to-day basis have been
discussed. What about long-range curriculum planning for the year?
The school district does not have curriculum guidelines for Ted to
follow. He is free to devise his own curriculum. He said he based
the curriculum on the basis of what he thought the students needed.
When asked about what he taught over the entire year, Ted immediately
divided the students into three age groups (K, 1st, 2nd; 3rd and 4th;
5th and 6th) and outlined all the activities he would cover with each
group.
When does Ted decide what he is going to teach during the year?
He says
I generally sit down in the fall before school and take an
hour (Ted laughs). I write down what I think I'm going to
do with the older kids, the different units and ideas I've
got, what I think is worthwhile for them. I'll do it in
the fall, just kind of organize it.
Ted's chuckle and knowing glance at the investigator at this point
in the interview implied that he really didn't spend an hour, but
a shorter period of time.
What resources does Ted use while planning ? Since the investi-
gator did not see Ted do any formal planning, it was not possible to
actually see any resources that Ted might utilize. His office space
The offices (one in the town gym by Middle Forkgave a few clues.
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school) were extremely neat and free of clutter. The office in the
town gym had a bookcase in one corner that was mostly empty space.
The stack of equipment catalogs, about a dozen elementary physical
education books and a stack of records barely filled a third of the
large case. Another stack of equipment catalogs was the only reading
material at his desk in the school. Ted had mentioned that he had
attended the national AAHPERD convention last year and had obtained
some ideas that he could use in class. When asked where he got
ideas for his classes he said
I get most of my ideas from talking to different phys ed
teachers, like I have a couple of friends that teach.
So we used to exchange a lot of ideas. Conventions, you
get ideas. Then I have a very nice book I got from a
college professor on sequential curriculum for elementary.
Ted's college specialization was in secondary education, so he said
he relied quite heavily on his elementary curriculum book and other
elementary physical education teachers the first few years he taught.
He added field hockey as a new activity this year and said that since
he knew nothing about the game he got his information from another
teacher who used to coach field hockey. He also relied upon his four
years of teaching experience. Here is how Ted replied to a question
about how far ahead he planned.
Depending on how I'm coming on my lessons, but usually it's
the week before. But you see I'm also relying on what I've
done for the past 5 [sic] years so it's not really the week
before, if you know what I'm saying. It doesn't take me long.
In summary, Ted's most often used resources are a single elemen-
tary curriculum text, other teachers and his own experience.
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What planning decisions are made by Ted ? In his lesson plans,
Ted clearly made decisions about student activities and the equipment
necessary to teach the lesson. Although only the name of the activity
or the commands necessary to move the students was written down, Ted
made concurrent decisions about other aspects of the activity while
deciding upon the larger activity.
I think when I sit down and plan a lesson I have certain
objectives I'm trying to work out, like the bean bags,
developing hand-eye coordination, so I'm trying to develop
some skill there. I'm also trying to make it a fun or
enjoyable activity cause I think it's very important that
they enjoy P.E. at the level. I'm concerned about how they
feel. How much time it's going to take. Time allotments.
I want enough activity, are they going to be active enough.
I want them to be running around, that's why I always have
a warm up. Total participation. I don't want long lines
if I can help it. I'd rather have everybody have one imple-
ment and do something. Try to vary things. I don't like to
do bean bags four weeks in a row cause they get bored.
Variations I look at. Sort of want it in a sequence if
possible. Like when I teach movement I'll teach walking,
running, skipping. . .try to develop some kind of sequence.
So Ted was also making deci sions about the objective, enjoyment level,
time constraints, student participation level, variability and
sequencing of an activity.
In choosing the specific activity (i.e., passing, punting,
kicking), Ted has already made decisions about the broader content of
his curriculum (i.e., football). For the older fifth and sixth grade
students Ted said he usually teaches soccer, but has added a little
football and field hockey in the fall this year; tumbling, basketball,
and floor hockey when they come inside; track and softball outside
in the spring. The younger students (kindergarten , 1st and 2nd) are
taught movement concepts (high, low, light, heavy), basic skills
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(skipping, hopping), and how to use different pieces of equipment such
as wands and hoops. Ted tries to integrate the younger and older
activities for the third and fourth graders.
Ted makes many decisions in planning for his classes but in writing
his lessons plans only two (activities and equipment) are visible to
the casual observer.
What is the focus of Ted's planning? The item that seems to be
of major concern to Ted while planning is determining the activities
in which the students will participate. Secondarily, he has some
concern about what he is going to say to the students.
Not only does he plan his curriculum and daily lessons in terms
of activities, he made out his budget by activities. Ted worked on
his budget for several days during the observation period and he
itemized his budget on the basis of equipment needed for various
activities (i.e., small size and nerf footballs for football, mats,
rings, and a balance beam for gymnastics). Thus he compiled a list
of equipment that allowed him to continue and perhaps expand the
activities he was presently teaching.
Another indication of his focus upon activities is his reply
to a question the investigator asked about the possible uses for a
piece of equipment (a scooter). He replied that it was used for
relay races, sitting and balancing on your stomach.
Ted also focused on what he would say to the students. This is
apparent first of all from his lesson plans for the younger children
in which he actually wrote down the questions he would ask them. Can
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you move like a tiny animal? How many different ways can you throw
and catch and bean bag?
He also replied affirmatively when asked if he planned specifi-
cally what he was going to say to the class.
Yes, basically. I think, at the beginning I'm going to talk
to them about what we're trying to accomplish a little bit,
have a little low-key time, just talk to them, check their
sneakers and then I do write out like those problems and I
probably don't get right down to what I'm going to say, but
I have a general idea of what I want to accomplish and how
I 'm going to say it.
Therefore, Ted does focus at least in general terms on the actual
words he plans on using when talking to a class.
What are the influences on Ted's planning ? The major influence on
Ted's planning is the students he teaches. His concern about his
students takes many different forms. He wants students to enjoy his
classes and have fun as they participate. Therefore, he looks for
clues that this is occurring. He stresses fitness at the upper
elementary levels and after they have run nine minutes at the
beginning of class, Ted prefers to let them play and have fun rather
than practicing skills as most of the students don't enjoy the fitness
activities. If a discipline problem occurs in class, Ted makes a note
of it and then may change his plans for the next week in an attempt
to stem the misbehavior. He evaluates the class based on the
students' reactions.
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I think you have a feel for how it went in terms of how the
kids responded, their enthusiasm. Smoothly, was there disci-
pline problems. Sometimes I'll do things and the kids will
get so excited that I may have to make a little change. If
it wasn't effective I might make a change. ..if the kids really
liked it, they were active and busy, or there's too much
talking and I've got to make it more active.
The following factors are influences on Ted's planning.
Internal
Beliefs which lead to goals
Competency to teach an activity
Enjoyment of teaching an activity
Past experience
Amount of time and work required to plan
Desire to expose students to new activity
Boredom
External
Students (enjoyment, participation level,
behavior/discipline, skill)
Parents
Safety
Weather
Suggestions from other people
Ideas from books
Schedule (time, keep classes even)
Equipment and facilities
Most of the other listed influences did not approach the
overwhelming impact of the students. For example, unexpected rainy
weather may cause Ted to change his plans on what to teach, but he
partially bases his decision of what to do on student likes and
dislikes. His past experience with students provides him with
information about whether a new activity will be readily accepted by
the students. Each other factor has an impact on Ted's planning,
but
none can equal the influence of the students.
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Summary
. Ted wrote lesson plans on 4 x 6 index cards and listed
student activities and equipment on each card. He kept track of
lessons by listing what he actually taught in a large planning book.
Ted planned only at school during breaks or lunch or while
driving to school in the morning. He often improvises or "hips it".
His major sources of information are other teachers, an elementary
physical education curriculum book and his past experience.
Ted's overt, written planning decisions deal with student
activities and equipment. However, he also considers objectives,
student participation and enjoyment, time, and sequencing of lessons.
Student activities and verbal cues are the main focus of Ted's
planning. The students and their behavior and skill provide the
greatest influence for Ted when he plans.
Sue
Sue is an anomaly in this age of special ization--she is a
generalist. She instructs one day per week at the elementary school
and four days at the junior-senior high school (two days junior high,
two days senior high). She taught seven classes per day at the
elementary school and five classes per day at the secondary level.
Her average class size was 21 students. She is in her seventh year
of teaching in a small school district (525 students) which employs
only two physical education teachers. The small community of 3500
in which the schools are located is both a farming community and a
bedroom community for several larger, nearby towns. She considers
the town to be conservative, citing as examples negative parental
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reaction to the first attempt at co-ed physical education, and time
made available during the school day for students to attend religious
education classes.
Sue serves as the only coach for the girls' sports teams in the
district. As such she coaches field hockey in the fall, basketball
in the winter and softball in the spring. She also supervises the
few girls who constitute the school's swim team. When asked if she
felt this dual role affected her teaching she replied
Oh yes. Many ways. During the field hockey season I spend
alot more time before classes, during classes on the phone...
a newspaper person will come in and I'll have to talk to
them. The interaction with different students changes
because I'm more closely involved with them. It always
carries over into the teaching situation. . .things I could
be doing or should be doing I just don't feel like I have
the energy at that time to devote to it.
During the observation period, Sue's level of activity seemed to
belie her words. She commented several times that she, "didn't know
what to do with herself," now that field hockey season was over and
basketball had yet to begin. During free moments she was always on
the move--to the office, to the teacher's lounge, making a phone
call, searching for another teacher. During study hall Sue was a
true paradox as she, out of boredom, moved around the room talking
and joking with the students one minute and then almost immediately
afterward, telling them to "keep the noise down," noise which she in
large part had herself generated!
Students seemed to like Sue as indicated by the casual trading
of comments and jokes in the halls. Four different past students
stopped by to see her during the observation period. One
Saturday,
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Sue volunteered to supervise a busload of students going to a boy's
soccer game and she not only attended the school play, but supervised
several rehearsals when the drama teacher had parent conferences, fhus,
Sue appeared an energetic participant in school life, devoting many
hours to activities which occurred outside of school hours.
How did Sue plan ?
What variety of forms do Sue's plans take ? Sue did not write
lesson plans. She was not observed writing any plans during the
observation period and, when asked, said this was her normal procedure.
She also did not write down what she had done in her classes in a plan
book or other memory jogger. Sue was asked how she kept track of what
she taught in her various classes on a day-to-day basis. She
replied
I remember what I did. I have it by a week at a time,
some days three days in advance... I have a general pro-
gression of skills, in each different unit that we follow,
my own progression of skills. I don't feel like it is
(necessary to write it down).
Did Sue ever write lesson plans? Here is her response to that
question.
When I initially started I would do lesson plans. The first
year I was real careful about them because I felt like I had
to watch out for a whole lot of things. Then the second year
they became more brief and then I guess during my third year...
there were a lot of outside influences plus the fact that I
saw that I would write up, "these are what I'm going to do,"
and then I would get into the gym and find out... what could
happen and what I had planned to have happen just weren't
the same.
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Thus, when Sue first started teaching, she wrote out lesson plans, but
as she gained experience, felt that lesson plans were unnecessary.
When does Sue plan?
In what settings does planning take place ?
How much time does Sue spend planning ?
Elementary school
. Even though the investigator did not
observe any overt planning, Sue had obviously thought about what to
teach as the students in each class rapidly moved through a series of
activities. The observer asked Sue before class several times what
she was going to teach next period. She always replied immediately
with a list of activities such as warm-up exercises, parachute
activities, crab soccer, active games. She obviously knew what she
was going to do in even greater detail as she proceeded to direct
the students through four or five different parachute activities,
for example.
She and Bob (the other physical education teacher) have developed
a general curriculum for the elementary students. They meet on the
day before school begins and decide both the activities and the time
frame. The first few weeks of the elementary curriculum is listed in
Figure 8.
Sue views the situation at the elementary school as relatively
unchanging and finds that this stability helps her planning. She says
The elementary school level, that's pretty constant. . .that s
pretty well structured. We have an overall curriculum plan
and I know when I go down there every Monday what I want to
do. Because I know I will see this class this many times,
or this individual student.
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General Curriculum K-6
Date K-2 3-4 5-6
9/8-10/3 Ball Skills Soccer Skills &
Lead ups
Soccer Leadups
10/6-10/31 Parachute
activity
Relays
Crab Soccer
Relays
Crab Soccer
11/3-11/28 Mov. Ed. Newcomb Newcomb
Figure 8. Elementary Curriculum (Sue)
The investigator asked Sue when she thought about planning for
her classes.
Think about it at night when I'm at home, on my way in to
school. I just feel that those are convenient times for me
when I don't have a lot of outside influences, driving
unconsciously, here I am on the road thinking about parachute
games
.
In summary, a one-page overall curriculum plan detailing the
activities and dates is written each fall for the elementary school.
Sue does not write lesson plans, but has specific activities in mind
within the framework of the broader curriculum (i.e., parachute
activities included making clouds, students running under the para-
chute, shaking a ball on the parachute, etc.). The activities and
progressions are stored in her memory and then recalled when needed.
This recall was reported to occur either the night before or while
driving to school the morning she is going to teach the activity.
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Secondary
. The planning which occurred when the investi-
gator was present at the junior-senior high usually was done imme-
diately prior to class. Sue felt this was not a typical situation
as the planned activities were to take place outside (soccer and
football), but inclement weather forced the students to be inside
for the entire two week observation period. Also during this time
the gym was not completely usable. The first week, the bleachers
were pulled out on both sides of the gym, essentially eliminating
one-half of the gym space. The second week most of the bleachers
had been pushed back, but a portable stage had been erected at one
end of the gym. The physical education classes were still restricted
to one-half of the gym.
In this situation, the planning typically followed this pattern.
Sue: (walking over to Bob's office 10-15 minutes before school
begins) "Have you seen the gym? What are we going to do
today?"
Bob: "I don't know. We'll think of something. We always do. If
they want us to teach gym in these conditions...".
The students come out of the locker room and run a routine four laps.
Bob: "Well, what should we do? We have a choice between bombard-
ment and rel ays .
"
Sue: "Let's do relays."
Bob: "OK" (The class is divided into teams for relay races).
Several days later...
Sue: (as she is going out into the gym for class)
"Maybe we should change this indoor garbage we're doing. (as
she emerges into gym). Bob, how about changing the activity
today? The kids want to play bombardment."
Bob: "Great, let's do it." (The class is divided into teams for
bombardment.
)
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Friday of the second week of observation...
Sue: (before school in Bob's office 10 minutes before the first
class) "What are we going to do today with all these kids
and half a gym?"
Bob: "Indoor soccer?"
Sue: "No... I don't want to play bombardment either. What about you?"
Bob: "No. ..I don't know what to do."
Sue: "I vote for relays."
Bob: "Let's think about it."
In the gym as first period students are running laps.
Bob: "Did you think of anything different?
Sue: "I guess I still vote for relays."
Bob: "Really? OK."
During class Bob organizes and runs several relays. He runs out of
ideas and turns to Sue and says, "Got one?" She gives him an idea
and Bob has the students perform the one she suggested. He asks
Sue, "Got another one?" Sue says, "Person lying down, jump over and
1/2 turn." Bob runs that relay.
During a water break a student suggests playing Red Light, Green
Light. Sue and Bob go along with the idea and for the next several
periods the high school students play children's low organized games
or new games such as Blob or British Bulldog.
In summary, planning took place immediately prior to class or
even during class with Sue and Bob spending a few minutes in one of
their offices discussing and deciding what to do.
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Long-range planning at the secondary level is not done for the
entire year as it is at the elementary level. Sue and Bob set up a
general curriculum at the beginning of the year consisting of the
units they want to teach but they do not decide on a time frame for
teaching the activities. They were to begin teaching new units two
weeks after the observation. When Sue was asked if they had decided
what to teach she said they had a general idea but had not specifi-
cally decided on the activities. She said
We'll sit down, I would guess Wednesday afternoon and talk
about it, or Tuesday during our prep period. We'll sit
down and I will say, "Bob, after Thanksgiving..."
Sue definitely felt that she had to initiate the planning process
even though they had a general agreement that they would sit down
and plan the new units as soon as their fall sports seasons were
concl uded.
So, although Sue has a general idea of the various activities
to be taught throughout the school year, the actual decision-making
process on specific units does not occur until immediately prior to
teachi ng.
What resources did Sue use while planning ? As stated previously,
Sue felt she obtained most of her ideas from her memory. The inves-
tigator did not see Sue utilize any outside resources in planning for
her classes. The investigator, however, did observe Sue ask for,
locate, and use several references pertaining to basketball coaching.
She replied to a question about why she planned for the basketball
team so much more than for her classes in the following manner.
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I feel like there's more pressure on me as an individual
to perform. I know that if I put in a new offense in
basketball somebody will notice. If I bring in my new
games book and teach new games, who cares? New activities
in physical education, like today they will be fun, but
if a school committee member even hears about it, it will
be astonishing. They won't know, but on the basketball
court everybody and his cousin shows up... and they pick
apart everything you do.
Sue s office confirmed this belief. The only visible reading material
in the office was a book on coaching basketball and a few coaching
magazines
.
When asked where she obtained ideas for her classes, Sue
replied
I get publications from the AAHPERD or J0HPER...or so many
times now there are even PE things in the bookstores that
you find that we'll try to include. Salesmen will come in
with a different kind of product that encourages games like
Pillo Polo. We've just added the parachute activities last
year. We found enough money to get a parachute and some
records for the same. So I try to bring in new and different
things... but we're somewhat restricted by money.... I brought
in the new games and tried to encourage some dance activities.
It seems on a day-to-day basis. Sue uses only her own memory and
knowledge in her planning. Sue says she uses such resources as
salesmen and publications in an attempt to obtain new ideas for new
activities and cited several examples (Pillo Polo, parachute) of new
activities that have been added recently.
What planning decisions does Sue make ? Based on the written
yearly curriculum most decisions revolved around the activities
to be taught to the students. The curriculum made no mention of
objectives, organization, evaluation, etc. When asked what was
planned for a particular day. Sue always replied with comments about
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specific activities. During the observation period. Sue did not make
any comments about objectives for the activities, but when asked, she
was able to verbalize the purposes she felt the different activities
served.
Parachute activities
That's good for their arm strength. Helping them to work
together as a total group, because a lot of those activities
would not be successful if they didn't work as a group...
it's good for them following direction, for their listening
skills.
Games (Hit the Deck, Squirrels Change Trees )
Spatial relationships, the consideration of others. Hit the
Deck is real good for their following directions, their
quickness ... they have to work with a partner at times in
some of the commands.
Decisions about organization were helped by several routines.
The elementary students knew exactly where they were expected to go
when they came into the gym. Sue and Bob used a standard procedure
to divide the secondary students into groups each period. Thus, some
decisions about organization had been made at some previous time and
had become routinized.
Decisions about equipment that was necessary for class often
had to be made several days in advance since the larger equipment was
stored in a shed separated from both schools and Sue had to ask a
custodian to move the needed equipment. For example, one day at the
elementary school as we entered the gym. Sue looked around the gym
and wondered aloud about the volleyball net she had asked the custo-
dian to find and put up for the week. She said if it wasn't there
she'd have to "juggle" her classes.
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In one case lack of planning about some equipment caused a
problem in class. The students were playing Squirrels Change Trees
and Sue was utilizing hula hoops scattered on the gym floor as the
"trees." She did not have enough hoops for all the students in the
class. As the students waited Sue quickly looked around the gym for
something she could use as a substitute for the hoops. She found
several large, unused garbage bags (the gym doubled as a lunchroom
facility) and placed those on the floor. There were still more
"squirrels" than "trees." Sue again searched the gym but no other
substitute "trees" appeared. She finally pointed out spaces
delineated by lines painted on the floor as the two remaining "trees."
Apparently, Sue did not always make necessary decisions about
equipment she needed for class.
In summary, the most visible decisions made as demonstrated by
the curriculum and Sue's comments were decisions about the activities
to be taught to the students. She also was concerned with the
necessary equipment but did not always obtain everything she needed
for class. She did not make unsolicited statements about objectives
but was able to quickly respond with several objectives for each
activity.
What is the focus of planning ? Sue's planning focused on the
activities she was to teach and the students and their behavior. In
response to a question about what she focused on when thinking about
teaching a lesson, Sue said,
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Having rapid activities, having more things move right
along without a whole lot of delay. Within that frame-
work also having things under control ... I try and have
things that include as many people as possible in that
acti vi ty
.
Within the activity being taught. Sue was concerned with both the
students' level of activity and their behavior. Sue said she often
modified activities during class based on verbal or non-verbal feed-
back from the students. In a sense, this is not planning but inter-
active teaching behavior, yet improvisation was an expected part of
teaching to Sue and something she was concerned with in planning.
Thus, Sue's focus is on planning activities with specific
expectations for the students, but she is ready to modify her plans
on what occurs in class.
What are the influences on Sue's planning ? Two major influences
appear repeatedly in the notes, conversations and interviews with
Sue. The first is the uncertainty of the situation she faces due to
administrative decisions dealing with scheduling. These decisions
affect the number and the specific students in her classes, the
amount of time for teaching and the facilities available for teaching.
This factor, in Sue's mind, diminished the need for long-range
planning. She felt that the gym situation cited earlier was just one
instance in a series of problems that made planning difficult if not
impossible. For example, on Wednesdays students had the option of
attending glee club, voice class or religious education. Therefore,
Sue didn't know until the students arrived each week the number and
specific students she would have in class that day. As another
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example. Sue received a memo from the office notifying all the
teachers that a singing group was arriving the next Monday to perform
in the gym for the first two periods. Sue said the memo was the first
she had heard that she could not use the gym for two periods that day.
Here are Sue's feelings about the situation.
You have to have two or three contingencies ready for every
day, and as the day goes on for every class you have to have
a couple of contingencies ready. And then as you present
every situation, you're always adjusting to the people you
have, to the time that you have, the space you have.
You have seen people come in and visit, the principal, the
superintendent, the guidance counselor, former students.
You can have an overall plan, but you had darn sure better
have three or four things that you know could happen and
that you'd better be prepared for. On Wednesday I'd be
looking over my rank book to see who's going to be here so
that I'd have some idea of what in the world I'm going to
do. You've got to be able to juggle.
Within this framework of perceived uncertainty, Sue is
influenced by the students. Not only is she affected by the number
and characteristics of the students in her classes, but by their
past actions, both in terms of skill, misbehavior, enthusiasm and
preference for certain activities. For example, when Bob went home
sick one afternoon, Sue had only girls in her classes as the boys
had study hall since no one was present to supervise their locker
room. The students had been playing bombardment all day, but when
Sue discovered she only had girls in class, she immediately changed
her plans and had the girls do some soccer drills, and play indoor
soccer. When asked why she did this, she said
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Because I feel generally that the girls' skill is a little
bit weaker and it gives them just that one extra chance to
work on some of those things and try some different things
that they would not try to do if they were in a competitive
situation. . .the girls get something worthwhile out of soccer
that they don't get with the boys... some got to score goals
and have some success they didn't have in bombardment.
The students (who they are, their skill level, their possibility of
success) thus have a second, powerful impact on Sue's planning. Also,
Bob's absence motivated Sue to contact class differently than if he
had been present.
A third influence (although less important than uncertainty and
students) is the facilities and equipment available to the program.
The budget was mentioned many times as an inhibitor to adding new
activities or even purchasing replacement equipment to maintain
the present program. Sue made a decision to play very active games
one day, partially based on the cold temperature in the gym. She
mentioned several times that this fall she had taken the students
outside to play soccer only to find the fields were not in playable
condition. Thus, the condition and availability of equipment and
facilities influenced her planning.
The following factors influenced Sue's planning also, although
not to the degree of the three items listed first under external
influences.
Internal
Knowledge about an activity
External
Uncertainty (based on administrative decisions)
Students (behavior, skill, likes and dislikes,
number, characteristics)
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External (cont. )
Equipment and facilities
Other teachers
Parents
Safety
Weather
Class time available
Coaching duties
Summary
. Sue does not write lesson plans. During the observation
period, daily planning at the secondary level occurred immediately
prior to class either in a teacher's office or in the gym. Although
a general curriculum exists, decisions about specific teaching
assignments are made a week or two prior to the introduction of new
units.
The general elementary curriculum was detailed at the beginning
of each year and Sue made decisions about specific learning
activities when she had free time in the evening or while driving
to school. These specific activities were recalled from Sue's
memory and were mainly based on her past teaching experience.
Although the activities to be taught seemed to be the major
decision Sue made, she also was concerned with the equipment she
needed for class. Her planning focused both on the activities and
the students' behavior and response to the activities. The major
influences on her planning are the students and the uncertainty
of the teaching situation.
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Paula
Paula has been teaching nine years but this is her first year
at Rainier Junior High. The junior high where she taught previously
was closed at the end of last year and all the junior high students
in the district now attend Rainier. The district is located in a
town of about 30,000 and consists of six elementary schools, one
junior high and one senior high. Paula is enjoying her first year
at Rainier as it is a newer school and the facilities are much
better than the old junior high. She teaches five classes per day
and averages 21 students in each class. There is one other physical
education teacher at Rainier, Tex. Tex has taught there about ten
years and, during the observation period, was supervising two
student teachers.
The gym is fairly large, with an electrically operated wall
dividing the gym in half. Paula teaches in one half the gym, Tex
is on the other side. Paula's energy and enthusiasm are at a high
level during all her classes. She is constantly prodding,
encouraging, and cheering her volleyball classes. She is a
whirlwind of activity in her aerobic dance classes--demonstrating,
dancing, counting, yelling out the steps. By midway through her
first dance class of the day, her warm up jacket lies discarded on
the floor.
In contrast, she remains low key and relaxed in her office
between classes as she deals with the constant stream of girls
demanding or giving information or asking questions. "Do we have
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to change today?" "I forgot my clothes today. Do I get a deten-
tion?" "Here's a note from my mother. I'm sick today." Paula
calmly answers, "yes," to the first two questions and, after reading
the note, places it in a shoebox on her desk overflowing with similar
messages. Her patience is remarkable but as she says, "I'm not a
fighter unless I really get pushed. It's better not to get aggra-
vated all the time." The only time she expressed real anger the
entire two weeks was once upon smelling smoke in the locker room.
She gathered the girls together and told them in no uncertain terms
what she would do to any girl she caught smoking in the locker room!
Her office has a window facing into the locker room which has
signs that say, "Hi," "Smile," "P.E.," and "Good Times." The
institutional green walls were enlivened by pictures of her husband
and two young children and several mountain winter scenes. The
sayings on her office window exemplify Paula's belief that if the
teachers don't have a good time, neither will the students. She
portrays this conviction with spirited pep talks in the gym and words
of support and encouragement between classes.
How does Paula plan ?
What variety of forms do plans take ? Paula kept track of her
classes in one of two ways. If the activity demanded that the class
be divided into groups or teams, she had a folder with the teams
listed inside. At the end of a class she wrote what activities or
drills she thought the students should do next, based upon this
class' performance. For example, after a volleyball class she would
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write "bump" or "serve" to indicate the drill that would begin the
next class. Her other method of recalling class activity was
writing the class' accomplishment in her grade book. This
technique was used when the entire class operated as one group.
These were the only written forms of planning observed by the
investigator during the observation period.
This dual listing system is typical procedure for Paula. She
has not written lesson plans since she was a student teacher. Here
are her views.
You can do it ahead of time or you can do it after you did
it, either way. You just write soccer and then how far you
went. You keep it down so when you went to teach it the
next day you look back there and say, "OK, we've finished
so much."
I'm not basically your sit down lesson planner person and
yet I do have to keep track in my mind, on paper, ask some-
body what we did do. I want to know. I don't like going
in cold turkey... I'd feel very uncomfortable.
She did say that if she hadn't taught an activity for over a year
she would jot down the skills she wanted to teach in order to make
sure she didn't forget any steps. She did not do this with activities
she taught on a regular basis.
In what settings does Paula plan ?
When does she plan ?
How much time does Paul a spend planning ? On a day-to-day basis
Paula does most of her planning immediately prior to each class.
i
Before school in the morning... I consciously think... when I'm
in here (office). I'll think it out, this is first period,
this is what I'll do. Pretty much how that goes a lot of times
will depend on the next class... the classes are different. So
if the first class didn't work out I might change it a little
bit for the second class.
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Paula said that she knows what skills she will teach within each
larger activity (i.e., serve, bump, set in volleyball) and may change
the order in which she teaches them or the drill (i.e., wall volley,
circle drill, partner drill). However, her basic conception of the
proper skills and drills is not altered by this tinkering.
Other than this quick, mental checklist of drills before class,
the investigator observed Paula actively planning on two occasions.
She spent a total of about 30 minutes between classes and after
school practicing and modifying dances she was going to teach in her
aerobic dance class the next week.
Paula said she occasionally found it necessary to work at home
preparing for class. This was reported to be limited to a review
for a unit she had not taught for some time.
Paula does not know exactly which activities she will teach
during the course of the school year. She and Tex have a basic list
of activities they feel it is possible to teach during three large
time blocks: fall, indoors in the winter, and spring. Specific
times were not al lotted for each activity. The students are asked
what they would like to do and the teachers try to accomodate the
students' interests. Occasionally a student requests an activity
they cannot offer but Paula said the students seem to base their
choices on what they see on television, the sports offered in the
high school and the season of the year. The teachers and students
then vote and negotiate within each class to arrive at the final
choice of activities. Each activity is taught for approximately four
to six weeks.
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To summarize. Rainier Junior High does not have a fixed curri-
culum for the entire year. Students are given, within certain para-
meters, a choice of activities every four to six weeks. Students and
teacher then decide exactly which activities will be taught.
What resources does Paula use when planning ? The investigator
did not see Paula use any outside sources for planning during the
observation period. She said that she would pull out an old plan
book if she didn't know what to do next or a book to refresh her
memory about specific activities but, "basically it's what you pick
up over the years .
"
She was, however, teaching a new activity, aerobic dance. She
had taken a class sponsored by the Park Department for several years
and had decided to offer it to the students. When asked to identify
other sources of ideas for classes, she replied
Student teachers. They're excellent for ideas. Once in a
blue moon you'll get an idea at one of our curriculum
meetings. .. it' s basically if somebody brings it in like a
student or it's offered, like the aerobics. I think it's
pretty much what you've had.
Paula uses her past teaching experience as the basic source of
ideas. Other ideas may be acquired from resources brought into the
school setting.
What planning decisions are made by Paula ? The most frequently
mentioned decision made by Paula was the activity the students were
to do that day in class. When asked what she had planned for the
next class her response was either to name a volleyball drill or a
dance. Following is Paula's response to a question about her thought
process in planning a class.
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OK, I'm going to go in and I'm going to teach volleyball.
Well first period I've got to be sure to get the nets out.
I ve got to make sure I've got the balls out, got enough
balls for the number of people I have. I'm probably going
to have 25 to 30 people. I'll probably have three teams.
How will I spread them out around the gym? I'll have the
teams use this wall, there isn't anything on it to hit and
have them bounce off all different directions.... When I
go in there, what do I want them to do this period? I
want them to be able to do the overhead volley. I'll teach
them such a drill, the wall drill and then I'll put them in
a circle. Maybe before I get in the circle I' 11... have
them do the bump against the wall and then put them in the
circle drills. So I have to think about the order I want
them to do it in.... How much time I'll spend and if it's
going a little faster or a little slower, decide I'll only
get into one game. So I'll put the two teams out or I'll
make two big teams. Or it's going faster, alright, we'll
get in three games instead of two.
This quote illustrates the many decisions Paula makes prior to
teaching a class. She considers factors such as equipment and
facilities, class size, class organization and movement, and time.
The last decision, time, is influenced by class events but Paula
has already decided upon alternative strategies bounded by certain
parameters and has only to choose between the two plans during class.
By planning this way she is not forced to make an intricate series
of decisions during class.
Paula also has specific objectives in mind for each activity.
She did not state them until the investigator asked her to do so,
but she was able to list several purposes for each activity (i.e.,
circle drill; develop skill in volleying, movement to ball, control).
Thus, although Paula listed only activities in her written
planning, she made decision about many other factors. When asked she
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did not state her objectives in specific behavioral terms but
basically had defined in her mind the purposes of each activity.
What is the focus of Paula's planning ? Paula said she did not
focus upon what she would say to a class. She said she had not ever
focused upon her words but thought of things she wanted to cover with
the students (i.e., pulse rate, a specific activity).
She stated that she focused on the specific skill she wanted the
student to learn and how she could help students learn that particu-
lar activity.
What I want to get across to them, what I want them to learn.
Like in the beginning, you say. I'm going to introduce some-
thing like part of volleyball. Say I'm going to introduce
that skill. What's the most important thing I want to get
across to them about the skill and why it's important...
within volleyball we're going to be working on the overhead
volley. Now what things are the important things they learn
in that volley that's going to make them do it right. That's
what I'm trying to think of when I go out there.
Paula may not be concerned with her specific words but she does
focus on how her actions will enable the students to best learn a
skill.
What are the influences on Paula's planning ? The influences on
Paula's planning are listed below.
Internal
Teacher expertise
Teacher experience
Teacher desire to have enjoyable class
External
Other teachers and student teachers
Season/weather
Unexpected 'happenings'
Classes taken by teacher
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External (cont. )
Class size and composition
Students
behavior, skill level, participation
level, interest, success, enjoyment,
feedback
The great diversity and number of comments listed about students
emphasize Paula's concern with students when planning. For example,
she commented many times on a class' past performance either with
regard to discipline problems or skill performance as influences
on her planning for the next class. She wanted students to enjoy
physical education and based some of her planning decisions on how
well students would like the activities.
I could have taught the serve first I guess and then the
overhead volley and the bump, in any order. I just like
teaching the overhead volley first, then the bump, then
the serve. I just decide maybe that they might get a
little more involved with first and feel they were doing
something, and they might have to stand around a little
bit more doing the serve than they would during the volley.
They might feel that they're really playing volleyball so
they would get that done first. I think, what's going to
get them going and interested in order of skills.
She felt that when the students had a good time, she was rewarded
by their smiles and thus tried to insure that this occurred.
Both things are important. . .how the kids react and how I feel.
The kids, the good noise, happy, they're talking about it,
they're cheering or excited. I think it shows, they enjoy
it and it makes you feel good. If they feel good as a result
you usually feel good.
Several other factors were of secondary important as influences
on Paula's planning. She mentioned class size several times during
the week as impacting what she could do with a class or how she could
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organize the students. Another factor that influenced her planning
for specific classes was her desire to maintain all her classes at
the same stage of the unit. She told the investigator and several
classes that she was "hurrying" their class because they were a day
or two behind the other classes. She would then spend less time on
a drill or omit a part of the lesson in an attempt to get the
classes to the same level.
The other listed factors influenced Paula's planning to some
degree but students provided the major impact, followed by class
size and class evenness.
Summary . Paula's written plans were limited to brief jottings after
class of the activities the students had done or the activity she
wanted the students to do in the next class. She had a general
framework in mind for each activity and made decisions about
specific skills to teach immediately prior to each class. She feels
that most of her teaching is based on her years of experience but is
willing to teach new activities. Basically, ideas for new units are
brought into the school environment via student teachers or occa-
sional workshops.
Paula's long-range planning is complicated by the fact that
teaching assignments are not known in advance. Every four to six
weeks students are asked to list activities they would like to learn.
The choices are narrowed through a negotiation process until a final
decision is reached.
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Within the major decision of which activities to teach Paula
considers such items as class organization, movement and time
allotments. Her focus in planning is both on the activity and what
she can do to help the students learn. The major influence on her
planning is the students and their success, likes and dislikes,
behavior, etc.
Compari son
The mechanics of planning
. The amount of written planning done before
class varied among the teachers. Jerry and Ted had written plans for
each day that consisted mainly of a listing of activities. Equipment
needed for the lessons was the one other item listed fairly regularly
on the plans. Ted wrote his plans a week prior to teaching, whereas
Jerry's plans were written the same day he taught the classes. The
other two teachers, Sue and Paula, did not write lesson plans in
advance of their teaching.
Several of the teachers said they expected unforeseen events
to take place and, after they were forced to improvise, felt it
necessary to use some means of keeping track of their classes. Thus,
three teachers utilized systems for recording the events which
actually occurred in class. Notes about what was taught, often
including comments on student behavior, were written in plan or
grade books, or modifications were made on the lesson itself. Their
plans provided a framework for teaching, but the teachers felt free
to modify the design prior to and even during the class.
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The written plans did not follow the format often taught in
college methods or curriculum classes. The plans prescribed in
teacher training usually include a listing of objectives stated in
behavioral terms, activities, a careful estimation of the time needed
for each activity, materials, and often a section for a brief evalua-
tion of the lesson. The lesson plans seen by the investigator did not
follow this profile but were abbreviated to a bare listing of activi-
ties sometimes accompanied by notes about equipment and class
organization.
Other areas of planning in which the teachers were comparable
were the time and place planning occurred and the amount of time
spent planning. Two major types of planning seemed typical for each
teacher. First, was the day-to-day planning necessary to teach each
class. Second, long-term planning, usually on a yearly basis, was
donw either by the individual teacher or the department at the
beginning of each school year.
Daily planning took place whenever the teachers had a few
minutes prior to school, during the school day, or at home in the
evening. Two teachers (Ted and Sue) specifically mentioned that
they planned while driving to school in the morning. Paula and
Jerry planned immediately prior to class. With the exception of
Jerry, the amount of time the teachers spent planning was minimal.
Planning at home seemed limited to an occasional review of materials
for an entire unit and was restricted by factors such as coaching
and child-care responsibilities. Ted clearly stated that, due to
coaching duties, he never planned at home.
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The brief amount of time spent planning at school was not due to
lack of opportunity in most cases. Each teacher had time before
school and during preparation periods. These times (with the excep-
tion of Jerry), however, were not utilized for planning. The teachers
made phone calls, checked on errant students, chatted with other
teachers in the lounge, or visited with secretaries and administrators
in the main office. Thus, some of the time was spent in the everyday
duties related to teaching or coaching; other non-teaching time was
spent relaxing and socializing.
Overall, on a day-to-day basi s, three of the teachers relied on
their memory of past teaching experiences in choosing activities for
class. They usually planned in the morning before school or imme-
diately prior to a class. The one exception, Ted, exhibited this
behavior when his written plans did not fit the situation (i.e.,
rainy weather), but his lesson plans were generally done a week in
advance.
Long-range planning was done by all four teachers. They all
planned by deciding basically which activities they would teach
throughout the year. The main difference among the teachers resided
in how precisely they established details of the order and timing of
the activities. Sue, at one extreme, had a written list of activi-
ties for the elementary school with exact dates each unit would be
taught. On the other hand Jerry and Ted did not have a written
curriculum, but were able when asked, to immediately list the
activities and approximate time frames they planned to teach during
the year.
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The curriculum decisions were made prior to the resumption of
school in the fall, usually on the traditional workshop day when
teachers return to school before the students arrive. It was not
possible to determine the amount of time actually spent in this
endeavor, but at least one teacher indicated that he spent less than
an hour.
Sue's quote is typical of the teachers' procedures.
We set up a general curriculum of all the units we want and
try to cover without pinning them down to a time. We do
that, at the. .. beginning when we come back. Quite often it
just is a carry over.
Several of the teachers commented that they reviewed their curriculum
from the previous year in preparing the list for the coming year.
Overall, much day-to-day planning is conducted in a relatively
short period of time immediately prior to class. Curriculum planning
for the year was not observed by the investigator as the observation
began after the school year had commenced. Statements from several
teachers indicated, however, that long-range planning typically
occurs the day before classes begin and is based on last year's list
of activities.
Resources . The main resource used for planning by all the teachers
was their own memory. They were able to recall specific games, drills
and progressions they had taught before and utilize these ideas in
teaching their present classes. All the teachers cited other sources
from which they obtained ideas, but Jerry was the only teacher
actually observed gathering outside information. He was observed
using the two sources named by the other teachers as those to which
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they most often turned, books and other teachers. Jerry also had
bookcases and file cabinets full of books and pamphlets, whereas the
other teachers offices were essentially barren of reading material.
With the exception of Jerry, the teachers did not seem to
actively seek out resources that might provide them with new or
additional information that would expand their teaching repertoire.
For example, Sue mentioned a salesman showing her a new game and
Paula referred to student teachers bringing in new ideas. The
addition of new ideas to the curriculum seemed to depend upon
happenstance. They were brought into the teachers' own environment,
the teacher did not search too far for alternative activities. Even
this passive searching was limited to new activities. No mention was
made of seeking ideas that might improve teaching and learning such
as alternative teaching strategies or self-assessment techniques.
Influences leading to teachers' planning decisions . The description
of each individual teacher's planning has detailed the varied
influences on their planning. The following section will explore
possible links between the major influences on planning and decisions
the teachers make about items such as how much to plan and which
activities to choose. Figure 9 illustrates some of the ways the
influences direct decisions.
All the teachers perceived that many factors influenced their
planning. For example, all four teachers view their past teaching
experiences, students, safety considerations, weather, and equipment
and facilities as affecting their planning for classes. Two
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Major Influences
Students Unpredictabi 1 i ty
enjoyment of class
participation levels
mi sbehavior
1 ead to
V
Explicit Decisions
weather
class dynamics or student
mood
teacher mood or feeling
availability of facilities
lead to
V
Decisions about:
Amount and type of
planning
Need to improvise
Figure 9. Influences Leading to Teachers' Planning Decisions
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influences, however, appear to have the greatest impact on planning.
The dominant influence on all four teachers' planning was the
students. The majority of their statements during the observation
period dealt with the students, and the teachers' comments in the
final, formal interview abounded with references to the students.
Student feedback in three specific areas was mentioned most
frequently as influences by the teachers. Planning decisions were
based on student participation, enjoyment, and incidents of misbe-
havior. All the teachers were concerned that students would not
like physical education classes. The teachers statements expressed
concern about:
-kids being bored (Jerry)
-(classes) not being fun or exciting (Jerry)
-playing something they (students) want to play (Ted)
-student enthusiasm (Ted)
-if kids really liked it (class or activity) (Ted)
-(if students were) having a good time, talking about
class, cheering, excited, happy (Paula)
A second area of student feedback that influenced the teachers'
planning was student participation. Teachers' statements showed
concern with:
-kids being active and busy (Ted)
-total participation (Ted)
-don't want long lines (Ted)
-include as many people as possible in the activity (Sue)
-not a lot of wasted time (Jerry)
The third area that influenced the teachers' planning was student
misbehavior. When a specific students misbehaved, the teacher
usually reprimanded the student or made them take a "time out" and
leave the activity. If, however, a large number of students in the
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class were unruly, the teachers tended to devise a plan to deal with
the misbehavior during the next class period. For example, Jerry
said
The plan was we've always met on the circle... but I'm not
that pleased with that. Behavioral problems were developing
on the circle... so I've tried to have them go right into an
activity.
Paula was concerned with one class' inability to focus on the lesson
at the beginning of each class. So she had them get in lines and do
calesthenics at the beginning of each period. She said
They are a hyper group and I thought .. .maki ng them line up . .
.
would get them thinking a little bit, hopefully, in the
right direction.
Thus, student behavior, and specifically the three areas detailed
above, seemed to influence the teachers' planning decisions to a
greater degree than any other factor.
The teachers' concern about the students' behavior directly
influenced decisions they made about activities and organization.
Activities often were chosen on the basis of student likes and dis-
likes. For example, Paula asked students which activity they wanted
to participate in as part of the planning process. Ted was concerned
that students not become bored, so he altered activities or the way
he organized the teaching progressions. A conscious decision about
the equipment necessary followed the activity choice. This choice
of equipment, however, was restricted to the number of balls, nets,
bean bags, etc., that were needed for the activity. If equipment
was not available, the activity was not placed on the list of
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activities to be taught that year. Sue, for example, dropped an
activity that she had taught in the past when the equipment was no
longer available.
In fact, the three deci sions about acti vi ties equipment, and
organization were the only ones made explicit by all the teachers
through their written plans or in answers to questions (see
Figure 10). They seemed to feel that in order to teach a class,
those three decisions must occur. Jerry even provided space for
all three on his lesson plans.
The teachers made other planning decisions, but not at an
explicit level. Decisions about content and objectives seemed to be
implicit, that is, content and objectives of physical education were
understood by the teachers but not expressly stated. It appeared to
be a given that the content of physical education is basically
sport and games and the objectives are to teach the skills necessary
to play successfully. Therefore, although the teachers were able
to state objectives for various activities when asked, they did
not really find it necessary to make conscious decisions beyond
the activities and the skills and drills that comprise each
acti vi ty
.
Another set of decisions seemed inadvertent, that is, the
teachers gave them very little or no attention. Decisions dealing
with diagnosis, instructional strategies and evaluation happened
informally and almost without thought. For example, teachers made
decisions about student abilities and subsequent class activities
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based on an informal, subjective basis. The question asked was.
Are most of the students fairly successful at performing the skill
or playing the game?" If the answer was yes, the teacher continued
the planning progression. If no, the teacher would modify the
lesson. However, no formal means of diagnosing student ability prior
to the beginning of the activity was employed.
Another inadvertent decision was evaluation. In contrast to most
other classes in the school in which formal evaluative measures are
used, the physical education teachers observed in this study appeared
to evaluate almost by default. Two types of evaluation occurred, the
evaluation necessary to give the students a grade and the teachers'
day-to-day evaluation of each class. Both seemed to be done on an
informal, quasi-planned basis. The observer saw two teachers assign
grades of the basis of effort, conduct and improvement without
reference to any written material. Ted assigned the physical
education grades for an entire elementary school in about 40 minutes.
Teachers also informally evaluated each class, basically on the
previously mentioned criteria of student participation and enjoyment
of the class. Were the students excited and having fun? Were all
the students participating in the activites? In either case, the
teacher did not seem concerned with a systematic evaluation of
student learning. Evaluation was not done on the basis of student
achievement of objectives, which would have been difficult in any
case since teachers did not have specific behavioral objectives or
means of determining student improvement. The teachers did not
indicate during the observation period or the final interview that
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student learning was used as an indicator to help them plan further
specific activities or instructional methodologies.
In summary, the teachers made decisions at three different
levels. Planning decisions vital to conducting class were made at
an explicit level. Other decisions such as objectives and evaluation
remained in the background, not expressed or examined by the teachers.
The second major influence on planning, explicitly recognized
and verbalized by only one teacher, is the unpredictability of the
teaching environment. Several factors seemed to contribute to a
perception of instability by all the teachers. First, the weather
is a large influence in the spring and fall, when physical education
traditionally moves outside. Teachers must contend with cold snaps
and sudden rainstorms that render fields unplayable for days after
the skies have cleared. Either teachers must recognize in advance
that classes will occasionally be forced inside during this time and
plan for this contingency, or they, as did two teachers in this
study, do not plan ahead and are forced to "hip it" or "juggle."
A second contributor to the feeling of unpredictability is the
teachers' feeling that the mood of students or dynamics of the class
dictates their actions. This was apparent when two teachers, Paula
and Ted both allowed students to have free play time prior to holi-
days because the students would be "too wound up" to allow any
teaching to take place. Ted, for instance, had planned free play
time for the day before Halloween because he "knew" the students
would be unruly. After the first two classes he said in passing,
"Gee, the kids are pretty quiet. They're not as rowdy as I thought
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they would be." He did not, however, change his planned free time
for the rest of the classes. Jerry definitely felt the mood of
students affected his planning. He said
I'm very aware of the general behavior of the kids. I'm
trying to do a thing if there is a correlation between
barometric pressure and kids' behavior, so I do think the
weather sets them off, the darkness or whatever sets them
off. I don't know, but they do get sort of rowdy on over-
cast days... some days they get claustrophobia and stir
crazy.
The "class mood" influenced the teachers in a different way than
normal student feedback, misbehavior or skill performance as they
seemed to feel they had no real control over this aspect of their
classes.
Three teachers altered their teaching based upon their own
mood or feeling. As previously mentioned, Jerry definitely based
some of his decisions on his mood when he walked into the gym. Ted
mentioned that he would change his teaching if he became bored.
Sometimes boredom makes me change. If it's Friday and
I've done the same lesson seven times I might cut a corner
and leave something out.
Even though Paula kept track of each class' progress i n her grade book or
in folders, she liked to keep all her classes at the same point in a
teaching progression. Therefore, she taught some classes differently
in an attempt to keep them even.
Having to go back and repeat. ..
I
' ve already done it. I think
sometimes I might not teach it as explicitly because I might
think, "Oh, let’s hurry up". ..it's just my feeling of being
easier for everybody.
These three teachers thus changed their plans based on their personal
mood or feelings about a class or lesson that day, rather than
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following either their plans for the day or the providing equivalent
lessons for all their classes.
The fourth factor that adds to unpredictability in the eyes of
the teachers is the short notice given to the teachers regarding the
availability and usability of facilities. This view was expressed
most strongly by Sue, who cited, for example, the instance of going
outside with her first period soccer class one day, only to find
the custodial staff spreading fertilizer on all the playing fields.
She also did not have full use of the gym during the entire two-
week observation period. Jerry was forced to end a class early one
day because a guest speaker had been scheduled into the small,
carpeted room where he taught the kindergarteners. Sue expressed
annoyance at the disruption of her classes, Jerry seemed to accept
the interruptions philosophically and Paula actually welcomed
unexpected happenings as a pleasant break in the daily routine.
Summary
Although the amount of written planning varied by teacher, three
of the teachers made decisions about specific activities to teach
immediately prior to class. The other teacher wrote lesson plans
a week ahead but felt free to improvise if the teaching situation
was different than expected. Long-range planning occurred prior to
school beginning in the fall, and if a product developed from this
planning, it consisted of a listing of activites to be taught over
the course of the school year.
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The twin themes of unpredictability and some aspects of student
behavior have been identified as major influences on the four
teachers' planning. These influences affect both the amount of
planning that occurs and decisions made by the teachers.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction
The first section of this chapter will briefly summarize the
purpose, methodology and findings of the study and discuss the major
findings. The second part of the chapter will discuss recommenda-
tions for further research and teacher educators.
Summary and Discussion
The purpose of this study was to examine in a naturalistic
setting, how four physical education teachers planned for their
classes. The methodology employed was participant observation.
Three data sources were used, field notes from the observations,
documents and an interview following the two-week observation period.
The first research question that guided this study was, "How do
the four physical education teachers plan?" To summarize, teachers
in this study employed two basic frames in their pi anni ng--dai ly and
yearly. The teachers were required to do their own long-range yearly
planning because their school districts did not have curriculum
guides that dictated or suggested objectives or course content. Each
teacher was thus free to develop his or her own plans for the year.
The planning usually was conducted before classes began in the fall
during the traditional in-service day when teachers return to school.
In only one instance was the product of this planning a written
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document. This written plan consisted of a sheet of paper titled
General Curriculum" and listed the activities and a schedule of
when they would be taught (see Figure 8). Two teachers had a mental
image of what activities they wanted to teach and an approximate time
frame, but did not write down this information. The fourth teacher
had a general idea of activities and sequence but allowed the students
some input into the decision-making process.
For three teachers, the planning of daily lessons occurred on
the same day they taught the lessons. The planning occurred in their
office before school or while driving to work. One teacher planned
lessons a week in advance. Only two teachers actually wrote lesson
plans and these plans were abbreviated listings of activities some-
times accompanied by notes on equipment or organization. All four
teachers often changed plans, whether mental or written, and impro-
vised in their classes. In short, daily planning often was exclu-
sively mental, and was completed in a very short period of time.
The teachers were not committed to following the exact plan they had
devised.
The planning of the four teachers was similar in many ways to
that reported in other studies of how teachers plan. The fact that
the physical education teachers did much of their planning mentally
and, when written plans were done, the plans consisted of a brief
listing of activities and equipment, confirms findings by both
Clark and Yinger (1979) and McCutcheon (1980). The subjects' concern
and focus on activities, means rather than ends, is consistent with
the majority of studies which have examined this aspect of planning
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(Clark and Yinger, 1979; Jackson, 1966; Mann, 1975; Peterson, Marx
and Clark, 1978; Taylor, 1970; Yinger, 1978; Zahorik, 1975). The
teachers focused upon what students would do in the gymnasium, rather
than objectives, or what the students would learn.
One area in which the observed behaviors differed from the data
reported for other teachers was the amount of time spent planning.
One teacher was observed spending approximately five hours per week
planning for classes; the other teachers in this study spent some time
in informal planning (short periods of anticipatory thinking occurring
at different moments during the day) but were seen doing almost no
formal planning (deliberate and purposeful activity). Very little
planning away from school (at home in the evening, during the summer
or vacations) was reported by the teachers. In contrast, Clark and
Yinger (1979) reported teachers devoting over ten hours per week,
Merriman (1976) five hours per week, and teachers in McCutcheon's
study (1980) reported spending 1 1/4 to 8 hours per week writing
lesson plans with additional time spent in mental planning. Before
concluding that the four physical education teachers spent very little
time planning in comparison to other teachers, one caution should
be noted. All the other studies did not actually observe the teachers'
planning behavior, but relied upon teacher self-reports. The reports
may, indeed, be accurate representations of actual time spent planning,
or the teachers' accounts may be inaccurate due to faulty memory or
desire to impress the investigators. Only Yinger (1978) had the
teacher keep a daily log of time spent doing school -rel ated work
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during non-school hours. That particular teacher's log showed her
averaging nine hours per week of work done outside school hours.
Also, all the previous research reporting the amount of time teachers
spend planning was restricted to elementary teachers. The amount of
planning time expended by secondary teachers in areas other than
physical education is not known.
Yinger (1978) developed a structural model of planning in which
five types of planning occurred: yearly, term, unit, weekly and
daily. The four physical education teachers were most concerned
with day-to-day planning and all participated in some form of yearly
planning, but they showed little evidence of planning on a term, unit
or weekly basis. The lack of interest in unit planning may be
explained by the traditional division in physical education of a
year's curriculum into activities. Each activity (volleyball, soccer,
tennis) is considered an independent entity and thus is probably a
unit in Yinger's terms. The activity-based planning probably also
eliminates the need for term planning. Weekly planning (which Yinger
calls the "nuts and bolts" of planning) apparently is not seen as a
useful time division by the four physical educators.
In summary, this study confirms previous data that show teachers
do not explicitly use a classical ends-means model of planning, but
focus their attention on the activities in which the students will
participate. It is possible, however, that teachers think about ends,
set them aside, and then move on to the activities. The opposite may
also be true; that is, the objectives may be derived after the
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determination of the activities. The teachers' self-reports do not
indicate the veracity of either explanation.
A proposed model of types of teacher planning was presented in
Chapter III. The planning of the four teachers seems to match
several of the types of planning proposed in this speculative model.
Most of the planning appears to be informal; the teachers were seen
participating in very little formal planning. Even Jerry's planning,
which produced written plans, was done hastily and cursorily just
prior to class.
Several times the results of this informal planning were unsatis-
factory to the teachers. After conducting a lesson in which he
changed his plans during class, Jerry said, "I wasn't that pleased
with it, probably because I hadn't thought that much through the
lesson and the finished product." Paula taught one volleyball class
in which she ended the class by explaining the rules of the game to
the students. As we walked into the locker room, she said that she
hated ending a period with rule explanation as the students forgot
most of them by the next class. She had not planned ahead carefully
enough to sequence the activities in what she considered the optimal
order. The next period, however, she restructured the activities so
students played a volleyball game after the rule explanation. The
example of Sue trying to find equipment for a game during class has
already been cited. Thus, reliance upon informal planning led to an
interruption of class in one case, and expressions of dissatisfaction
by the teachers in two other cases.
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A second section of the model distinguished between the amount of
planning done through creative thinking and synthesis versus planning
done by remembering. Most of the physical education teachers'
planning was accomplished by recalling and duplicating classes they
had previously taught. Several teachers expressed the view that their
teaching was based on, "what you pick up over the years," or "what
you've taught in the past." Two teachers taught new activities during
the observation period but the content of these activities was modi-
fied very little from information received by the teachers. Ted
asked another teacher about field hockey and Paula taught aerobic
dance based on a park department class she had taken. A few modifi-
cations were made in the information that the teachers had obtained
(i.e., Paula changed steps on an aerobic dance because the steps she
had learned proved to be too difficult for the student) but overall,
remembering rather than creating seemed the major mode of planning.
The third part of the model suggests particular relationships
between formal /i nformal planning and creative/recall planning (see
Figure 2). The types of planning seen in this study were mainly
informal and remembering. It is not known, however, if this relation-
ship is typical (e.g., informal planning is based on remembering).
Since formal and creative planning were not really observed, it is
difficult even to speculate on how or if the four types of planning
interrelate in any stable manner.
The second major question guiding this study was, "What are the
influences on the subjects' planning?" The two main influences
identified in Chapter IV were the students (enjoyment, participation,
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misbehavior) and the teachers' perception of unpredictability. What
was the result of teachers planning being directed by these two
factors?
As a preliminary step to answering this question, it is important
to identify what was occurring in the physical education classes.
First of all it should be stated that all four teachers' classes
were basically wel 1 -organized, with students participating as directed
by the teachers. Discipline problems were minimal; students were
not throwing bean bags at each other or climbing on unsupervised
equipment.
Second, the teachers were not running organized programs of
recreation. Balls were not merely tossed out and the students allowed
to play games with the teacher observing from the sidelines. In
fact, one teacher specifically stated that he was not running a
recreation program. Students participated in activities to improve
throwing skills, increase cardiorespiratory endurance and learn how
to serve a volleyball. All the teachers were involved with the
students during the entire class period demonstrating, encouraging,
praising and correcting. The teachers were providing instruction for
the students in their classes.
How, then, did the two major influences of student response and
environmental unpredictability affect the physical education teachers
planning? First, teachers' planning based in part on unpredictability
was very short term in focus. As a result of instability in
the
teaching environment, teachers' plans for specific classes
tended to
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be developed just prior to class. Sue seemed to express the desire
of all the teachers when she said that she was able to plan ahead
and execute her plans at the elementary school because the situation
was stable at the school. She knew which individual students, classes
and facilities she would see every day that she taught at that school.
In contrast, she said, "At the high school level it is just outrageous
the number of things that can come up."
The unpredictability in the teaching environment influenced the
amount and type of planning done by the teachers and increased the
feeling that improvisation during teaching was necessary. All the
teachers felt that they improvised in their teaching and none panicked
when they were required to change their plans on short notice. Thus
the influence of unpredictability seemed to provide the teachers with
a rationale for making plans just prior to class. Why bother to plan
for more than a day at a time if you anticipate that the situation
will change before you can teach your planned lesson?
Second, student influences affected the explicit decisions
teachers made about what to teach in their classes. The point
already has been made that teachers focused upon what activities
to teach rather than which objectives to choose. The choice of
activities seemed to be influenced by three student-related questions.
What activities will the students enjoy?
What activities will provide the most participation for the
students?
What activities will give me the fewest discipline problems?
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Symbolic i nteractioni sm, the theory which provided the rationale for
the methodology of this study, asks the researcher to attempt to
define how the subjects interpret the situation and then act upon
their perceptions. The physical education teachers seemed to define
the teaching situation in terms of keeping students happy, busy and
good.
As a result of this view, student learning was not of much
concern to the teacher. In fact, if student skill level improved, the
teacher might even ask why. For example, as Paula left a volleyball
class one day, she mused, "I wonder why they (students) played so much
better today than during the last class?" On another occasion she
wondered aloud why students didn't move to the ball (playing volley-
ball), but she didn't ask herself what she could do in class that
would help students learn to move to the ball. She was concerned
that students were not accomplishing the tasks she wanted them to, but
did not move to the next step of asking, "What can I do to help the
students learn?" She did not say, "I have some responsibility for
student learning."
Also, if student enjoyment is a major influence for the teacher,
learning may be put on a back burner, for learning is often hard work.
It may not be particularly fun or exciting to practice over and over
the skill of dribbling a basketball or a forehand drive in tennis.
If the teachers had a real concern with student learning, it
would be reasonable to assume they would try to evaluate how much
students had learned. As stated previously, two of the teachers were
seen assigning grades on the basis of effort, conduct and improvement
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although they had no objective basis for such evaluation. During the
final interview, each teacher asked how they determined if a class
went well. Here are their replies:
Jerry: The kids are at the edge of their capa bi 1 i ty ...it
wasn't a negative experience for anybody. People
were excited, it was fun, it wasn't a lot of wasted
time.
Ted: How the kids responded, their enthusiasm. Smoothly,
was there discipline problems. .. i f the kids really
liked it, they were active and busy...
Sue: If I can see improvement (skill) in an individual or
if I can see improved interest in someone A lot of
times I will focus on an individual who has not made
an effort to enjoy what's going on...
Paula: How the kids react and how I feel... the kids, the good
noise, happy. They're talking about it, they're
cheering or excited.
The overwhelming focus in these comments is on student enjoyment
and participation. It is ironic to note that the one teacher who
mentioned achievement as a factor was one of the teachers observed
assigning grades on conduct and effort.
From the teachers' view, such evaluative decisions make perfect
sense. After all, if the stress in class is not on learning but fun,
it doesn't make sense to evaluate the students and yourself in terms
of what students learn. If you feel your task is to keep students
busy, happy and good, it would be demoralizing indeed to judge your-
self in terms of student learning.
The teachers in this study were more concerned about student
behavior than transmitting a body of knowledge. All of them cared
about their students and went out of their way to talk to them
outside of class, trading jokes or asking about their families. This
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personal level of caring, however, did not transfer to a direct
feeling of responsibl ity for their learning. The teachers did not
even say, for example, "Each students will be able to correctly bump,
set and serve at the completion of this volleyball class." They
provided activities for the students to participate in and did their
best to ensure that the students had a good time and kept active.
Thus, it seems a complex interweaving of student influence and unpre-
dictability made teachers view learning as relatively unimportant.
The teachers' perception of their classes and the planning they
do for them may set up a cycle which heightens their feeling that they
teach in an unpredictable environment (see Figure 11). If no real
learning is occurring in their physical education classes, the admini-
stration probably is aware of this fact. The administration may then
feel free to schedule the gym or fields for a variety of purposes
other than physical education classes. Once this occurs, the attitude
of the teachers may be like that of Bob. "Why should I plan for class
if the situation may change at any moment?"
1 i 1 1 1 p lparnino administration feels
occurring in PE. free to use gym
classes
less planning
by teacher
Figure 11 : Planning Cycle
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How this cycle begins is problematic, much like the proverbial
chicken and egg argument. The perceptions and assumptions may grad-
ually and unconsciously infiltrate the minds of all parties involved
without either realizing their inception. The principal may go into
the gym one period to give the teacher a message, see the students
playing a spirited game of volleyball and make some assumptions about
learning versus fun in the gymnasium. The teacher, on the other hand,
may acquiesce to the principal's request to use the gym for an
assembly or to have a class move some equipment for part of a period.
Neither teacher or principal may see these assumptions or actions as
messages about the place of physical education in the school. The
breaking of this cycle will take a deliberate and concentrated effort
on the part of both teachers and administrators.
A concluding statement about the possible consequences of the
observed teachers' behavior seems appropriate at this point. The
teachers observed in this study were not "bad" teachers. They did
not, however, seem to devote much thought to the underlying premise
of our educational system--teachers are expected to produce students
who have changed their behavior in some manner (e.g., learned).
Therefore, although the teachers seemed to feel comfortable with
their focus on teaching rather than learning, the end result is un-
sound educationally and potentially disastrous for physical education.
In these days of declining enrollment in the schools and budget
cutting measures, accountability has become a major concern in
education. It is difficult to see how student learning will occur in
physical education if teachers are not specifically focused on
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learning. It is not difficult to see which programs will face the
budget ax once the public discovers curriculum areas in which student
learning is not a major concern. If the observations of this study
are replicated in studies of other physical education teachers and
programs, physical education in the schools faces a problematic
future.
Recommendations
The next section of the chapter is divided into two sections.
The first will deal with recommendations for future research. The
second will discuss the implications of this study for teacher educa-
tion.
Directions for future research . It must be remembered that this
study examined the planning of only four physical education teachers.
The teachers were selected on the basis of availability and reports
that they did not run recreation programs. It is not known how repre-
sentative they are of all physical education teachers.
Each teacher reported that their planning had changed as they
gained teaching experience. In the past they had either spent more
time planning, sought out more information or written daily lesson
plans. As stated in Chapter IV, the teachers reported a drop in more
extensive planning after the second or third year of teaching. Ted,
the only teacher who wrote lesson plans a week in advance had the
least teaching experience of all the subjects, four years. As stated
earlier in this chapter, the relationship between creative planning
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and planning done by remembering past experiences is speculative at
this time (see Figure 2). From the reports given by the four subjects
and speculation based on the planning behavior of the four subjects,
the type of planning conducted might appear as a sharply dropping
curve divided into two parts (see Figure 12).
Years of Teachi ng
Figure 12: Speculative Relationship Between
Types of Planning and Years of
Teaching.
This relationship is, of course, conjecture at this time. The
planning behavior of beginning teachers and additional experienced
teachers should be examined.
Another extension of planning research in physical education
would be to locate teachers who feel accountable for
and systemati-
cally pursue student learning. Do such teachers
plan differently
and have different influences than the four teachers
studied? Or is
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their planning behavior similar to the teachers in the present study
with other behaviors serving as the primary vehicle for implementing
their commitment to student learning?
Another interesting avenue of study is to examine the planning
behavior of secondary school teachers in other subject areas. Does
planning behavior differ when teachers in math or English, for example,
are held accountable for student learning by the annual administration
of standardized tests? Are the teachers influenced by the same
factors? What about the planning of teachers in other "non-academic"
areas? Art, music, and drama classes generate products which, as in
physical education, either may not be permanent or are judged sub-
jectively. Do teachers of these subjects make conscious decisions
that student learning will be a vital, measurable component of their
teaching? In sum, earlier studies of teacher planning in elementary
school classrooms may tell us little about either the behavior of
teachers in secondary schools, or planning for special subject areas
at any level
.
Finally, there is a need to examine the link between planning
and learning. It is not known if any of the variables examined in
this study (i.e., time spent planning, focus of planning, planning
decisions) have a relationship to student achievement.
Future researchers utilizing ethnographic methodology may benefit
from the following observations about methodology. One concern with
participant observation research is the effect of the investigator
on the subjects. The investigator attempted to minimize this impact
during classes by sitting inconspicuously in a corner of the
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gymnasium or field. At the beginning of each observation period the
investigator verbally encouraged the teacher to follow a normal
routine between classes, during lunch and during preparation periods.
After the second or third day of observation the investigator was able
to predict each teacher's daily pattern of activity and found it
varied very little during the two weeks. It seems doubtful that
teachers would have maintained a large discrepancy in behavior over
two weeks, especially given that they did not know the exact purpose
of the study.
The teachers were asked during the formal interview if they had
changed their behavior because of the investigator's presence. Two
teachers said they did not think they had changed their behavior at
all and the other two teachers indicated that the main effect was
their reluctance for the first several days to employ any strong
disciplinary measures with the students. Two teachers commented
specifically that the investigator was not the type of person that
would make them feel "uptight". It seems reasonable to conclude from
the teachers' comments and the investigator's observations that the
teachers' planning behavior was not affected to any significant
degree.
All the teachers were asked if the investigator had observed a
two-week time span that was fairly typical for the year. Three
teachers said yes and the fourth replied that it had not been typical
since the classes were scheduled to be outside but were forced into
the gym by bad weather. This teacher indicated, however, that
although she did not team teach during "regular" classes and thus
did not work closely with the other teacher, her usual planning
behavior was similar to the observation period.
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The length of the observations (two weeks) seemed at times far
too long and at other moments, too short. The first two or three days
were utilized by the investigator to get acquainted with the teacher
and the school. During these days the investigator did not ask many
probing questions but allowed the teacher to talk as she or he wished.
It was not until the end of the first week and the second week that
questions about how the teachers thought about planning and their
classes were specifically asked. In fact, some of the last few days
provided some of the greatest insights. Sometimes it seemed if only
a few more days were available, all the teachers' secret thoughts
about planning might be revealedl
The time spent seemed too long when the investigator became bored
watching the same volleyball or soccer class taught for the fourth
time that day. At this point it was important to pinch oneself and
refocus attention to the task at hand. In the final analysis, however,
the two-week time frame was appropriate to gather the needed informa-
tion.
Teacher education . What implications do the findings of this study
have for teacher education? The ends-means model of planning is
very
logical and sensible. It makes intuitive sense. Yet this
rational
style of planning as taught to future teachers, is not
the planning
occurring in the reality of the school environment. Teachers
in the
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field do not write unit and lesson plans as taught in college, nor
do they first determine objectives, followed by activities, organiza-
tion and evaluation.
What are some reasons for this discrepancy? Drawing upon the
work of Zeichner and Tabachnick (1981), several explanations may be
offered. First, the impact of twelve years of school experience as
a student may overwhelm the influence of the few years of teacher
education. That is, for years students have seen their own teachers
in junior and senior high school plan and teach and they know that the
model being taught in college is not what really goes on in the
schools. Second, perhaps the impact of the teacher education
experience is erased by the overwhelming socialization that occurs
once a novice teacher arrives in the school setting. Do the beginning
teachers become socialized so rapidly by experienced teachers that
planning, as taught in teacher education, is not given a fair trial
even if the novice teacher wished to do so? Have experienced
teachers tried the linear model and found that all the steps take
too much time and effort, or that it is not appropriate in the school
situation? Perhaps textbook versions of planning are not flexible
enough to accommodate the fluctuations occurring in the schools. In
any case, it is suggested that both pre-socialization and socializa-
tion have a powerful impact on novice teachers.
Third, is the overt message dispensed by teacher education con-
tradicted by teacher educators' behavior? A recent experience rein-
forces the truth of the maxim, "It's not what you say, but what you
do that counts." A university physical education major was required
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to write complete lesson plans before teaching a section of a skills
class. The student, however, astutely observed that the teacher
educator's lesson plans consisted of a note card briefly listing the
activities to be covered each day. When the time came for the
student to turn in the required lesson plan, the teacher was presented
with a small piece of paper listing the activities the student planned
to teach. The incident was regarded by both teacher and student as
a harmless joke, but perhaps the humor hides the real curriculum being
taught in teacher education.
These interpretations provide three possible explanations for the
discrepancy between the mechanics of planning as taught in teacher
preparation and planning as actually executed in the schools. It is
not important, however, to produce teachers who will follow any par-
ticular model of planning. Planning, as noted by Toomey (1977) is
idiosyncratic and depends a great deal on local circumstance. What
is important is to help teachers develop and sustain a concern for
student learning and select strategies to reach this goal. It
matters not so much "how to" plan but "how to best" plan for this
learning to occur.
Therefore, of more serious concern to teacher educators should
be the results of this study which indicate that the four teachers
planned for teaching but not for learning. Brophy and Evertson (1976)
state that effective teachers have clear role definitions for them-
selves and realistic expectations for their students.
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They (teachers) recognized and accepted the fundamental
notion that their primary responsibility as teachers is
to teach . This meant that they took personal responsi-
bility for their students' learning and were prepared to
do whatever turned out to be necessary to insure that
such learning occurred (p. 141 ).
The distinction between teaching and learning is crucial in this
study. The four teachers were committed to teaching, that is they
planned a series of activities for the students that were, at least
nominally, to result in student learning. The decisions which were
necessary to ensure that learning would occur took place at either
the implicit (not expressly stated) or inadvertent (little attention
given) levels. The determination of objectives, the diagnosis of
student abilities and design of evaluation procedures were not
attended to in any systematic fashion. The teachers did not plan
more carefully because there seemed to be few rewards and considerable
personal cost for such activity. The physical education teachers,
by responding to student behaviors and environmental unpredictability
in their planning, fulfilled a contract to teach, but did not assume
responsibility for student learning.
If teacher educators wish to impart to their students the belief
that planning is important and student learning should be a major
goal in physical education classes, they must give careful thought
to their own beliefs and actions. If teacher educators, as exempli-
fied by the teacher in the previous paragraph, teach students one
method but actually perform another, serious questions arise about
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what the students are really learning from this dissonance. Do
teacher educators carefully consider objectives, diagnosis, and evalu-
ation when designing their classes? Are student teachers able to
see that cooperating teachers and supervisors care about learning?
Certainly the suggestions that teacher educators deliberately examine
their own planning and the resulting implicit messages is not new.
Perhaps this additional voice will stimulate one more teacher educator
to think deeply and carefully about their teaching and their students'
1 earning.
In addition to some reflection on the part of teacher educators,
it seems that, at a minimum, prospective teachers should be informed
that there probably will be a discrepancy between the idealized model
and what they encounter in veteran teachers. Reasons for this
difference could be explored and advantages and disadvantages of each
mode of planning should be discussed. Perhaps there is a chance then
that the novice teacher could make a reasoned decision about planning
rather than follow blindly what is done in the school in which they
are first employed.
Each teacher educator must face the task of trying to impart to
university students the idea that student learning is central to
the
concept of effective teaching and that the reliable production
of
learning depends on planning. It is not clear how to go
about this
job. Zeichner and Tabachnick (1981) suggest that conducting
research
on the impact of the university teacher preparation
programs on the
professional perspectives of future teachers is a
place to begin.
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This may be true, but our present situation demands that
improvements
be attempted long before the results of research are
available for
guidance.
In addition, teacher educators have the responsibility
of under-
standing the process of socialization that occurs
to both student
teachers and first and second year teachers.
Through such knowledge
teacher educators may not only be able to
provide direct help to a
suddenly disillusioned student teacher, but by
making future teachers
aware of the hazards that lie ahead may
afford them a measure of
resistance to the powerful forces of teacher
socialization.
Summary . This naturalistic study of teachers'
planning in physical
education provided some insights into
the way four teachers thought
about planning for their classes.
The technique of participant
observation allowed the investigator to
probe and gain some under-
standing of the context in which the
teachers operated. This under-
standing seems crucial once the
interest of educators shifts from
understanding phenomena to improving
practice. If researchers,
teacher educators, or staff
development personnel seek to
improve
practice in the schools, a prerequisite
to such change is an under-
standing and appreciation of the
professional world in which elementary
and secondary teachers must
function. The use of ethnography
techniques such as participant
observation offers a glimpse of
th«
reality and thus provides the
basis for both teacher
preparaUon and
effective efforts to aid teachers
in the field.
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Informed Consent Letter
Dear
The purpose of this letter is to explain my study and clarify
your rights as a participant.
I am interested in observing, understanding and describing
various aspects in the day-to-day life of a physical education
teacher. I would, therefore, like to observe you for a two-week
period, from the time you arrive at school in the morning until you
leave in the afternoon. This includes both watching you teach and
observing work performed between classes, during preparation period,
lunch time, etc. I will not interfere in any way with your teaching
duties, but I would like to be able to ask occasional brief questions
during non-teaching time in order to help me understand what you are
doing and thinking.
Some of your activities are of more interest to me than others.
However, I feel if you know specifically which aspects of your
activities I am most interested in, you might unconsciously alter your
behavior. Thus, I am asking you to allow me to observe you while just
knowing the general intention of my study, not the specific details.
At the end of the two-week observation period, I would like to
interview you for approximately one hour. At that time the specific
focus of the study will be made clear and we will have time to dis-
cuss my observations in some detail. With your permission, I will
tape record that final interview.
My observations will be written in a descriptive, narrative form.
You and your school will not be identified by name in the report and
your school administrators will not be given a copy of any observa-
tion material. Upon completion of the entire study (approximately
six months), I will be happy to set up a meeting with you and talk
about my overall findings.
It is my hope that through research of this type teacher
educators will gain a better understanding of how physical education
teachers really operate in a school setting. If teachers at the
college level can understand and appreciate the 'real world' of the
school, they may be able to provide prospective teachers with better
and more realistic training.
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You have the right to withdraw your consent and discontinue
participation in the study at any time without prejudice.
I am available to answer questions you may have at any time.
Judith H. Placek
North Physical Education Bldg.
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003
545-2324
I give permission to be observed for a two-week period, followed
by a tape-recorded interview on (date) at
(time).
APPENDIX B
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Interview Guidelines
How typical were these last two weeks?
How long did it take you to get comfortable after I started
observi ng?
Do you recall any times you changed your behavior because of my
presence?
If you were to offer a new unit, on what basis would you choose the
unit? What are the most important factors you would have to consider?
Is the order in which you just cited the factors to be considered
fairly typical of the way you plan? Are there any conditions which
might change the order of importance?
When thinking about teaching a lesson, what are you mostly concerned
wi th?
Have these two weeks been typical of your usual planning procedures?
Do you specifically plan what you are going to say to a class?
How do you determine if a lesson went well?
Where do you get your ideas for classes?
How often do you try something new?
When do you make most of your decisions about what to teach in your
classes?
Do you ever find it necessary to plan at home? Under what circum-
stances?
What is your procedure when you know you are going to be absent from
school
?
How far ahead do you plan (well enough to say what will be done
specifically each day?) Why this time frame?
Do you ever think of ideas for classes "on the spur of the moment?"
Examples?
Do you have some tried and true activities you have used for quite
some time? What are they? Why do you use them?
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Do you find it necessary at any time to sit down and formally plan
for your classes? If yes, when and what? If not, why don't you
think it is necessary?
Do you find it necessary to write out lesson plans? Why or why not?
APPENDIX C
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Pilot Studies
The investigator observed a volleyball camp for 13 to 17 year-
old girls from August 16-21, 1981 at the University of Massachusetts.
The camp was directed by the University of Massachusetts women's
volleyball coach and was observed each day from 9:30-11:45 a.m. and
1:30-3:45 p.m. The skill level of the 30 girls in the camp varied
from beginning to advanced. The purpose of the observation was to
pilot participant observation methodology, especially taking field
notes. The investigator did not examine the planning behavior of
the camp director and coaches.
The important findings are summarized below.
--It takes a period of time for the investigator (2 to 3 days)
to feel comfortable even in a familiar sports setting.
— Participants in the camp did not seem aware of investigator's
presence
.
--Notes should not be taken during observation or conversation;
memory is good enough to remember salient details. In fact,
notes were more detailed when taken after morning and after-
noon sessions were completed.
--Notes, however, should be taken immediately after observations
are finished.
The investigator found that, with practice, detailed notes could
be written after the observations were completed. If, however, the
observation period extended longer than two hours, concentration
levels diminished considerably and, consequently, notes were much
less detailed.
An elementary school in the Amherst area was the site for the
second pilot study. The investigator spent one week observing a male
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elementary school physical education teacher (September 21-25, 1981).
The purpose of the observation was to pilot participant observation
methodology and ascertain if physical education teachers' planning
behavior could be observed in a school setting.
The following points summarize important findings.
--Notes can be taken unobtrusively when the teacher is busy
conducting class or working between periods.
— Between classes it was difficult to get the teacher to ignore
you and continue normal procedure; the teacher wanted feedback
on classes and to simply talk.
--Extreme alertness and concentration is needed during informal
conversations as many seemingly innocuous comments by the
teacher related to his thinking about classes and how he
had planned for them.
--The teacher was willing to answer informal probe questions
between classes and share his thoughts with the investigator.
--The students totally ignored the investigator.
This pilot study showed both the advantages and limitations of
naturalistic observation. The investigator found that planning
behavior could be observed and that the teacher responded readily
to questions about his behavior. Participant observation technique
is, however, physically tiring as the investigator must be alert
at all times. The investigator must be able to think quickly
enough
to ask informal probe questions at the appropriate time as
well as
remember comments the teacher may make about classes, students
or
procedures. The urge to whip out a pencil and notebook in
order not
to miss any words was, at times, almost overwhelming.
Fortunately,
the frequent scheduling of classes allowed many
opportunities to take
field notes.


